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Put Yourself in the Picture
Our Free 80 page Catalog has hundreds of Kites.
Get into the sky with the latest kite designs from Into The
Wnd, America's leading mail order kite company for 16 years.
We specialize in unmatched selection and fast service, and we
guarantee your complete satisfaction with everything you buy.
Call, write, FAX or e-mail us for your Catalog today.

Into the Wind
1408-AG Pearl St., Boulder, CO 80302 • (800) 541-0314

(303) 449-5356 • FAX (303) 449-7315 • intowind@aol.com



The mil/Ii-purpose }dIe. Fils the beginner, aNracls the
expen. Absolute precise.

220cm
IOBcm
345g
carbon 6mm
spi eX-I/Gaze
2- 78ft
45 -IOOkg

The windy one. For those, who want tricks at 40 /anIh
windspeed.

Wingspan:
Height:
Weight:
Frame:
Sail:
Windrange:
ree Line:

/85 em
89cm
2/0g
Carbon 5 mm
Spi eX-I
I-58ft
25 - 45kp

Wingspan:
Heigh/:
Weigh/:
Frame:
Sail:
Windrange:
ree Line:

SeSsion 1.1
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a
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220 em
/08cm
295g
carbon 6mm
VENTEX o. ex 1
/- 5 8ft
70-/00kg

220 em
108cm
220g
G-Force Super Skinnies
VENT£)(

0.5 - 3 8ft
25 - 45kg

aea<edby
Dodd UI'"055 Ch..isfoph Fokken

The "state-ofthe-art .. in hallett and tricks

Kites +Equipment:

D.J. Sportkites
R.D.#2 Box 70

Windsor PA 17366
Tel. 717-246-1214
Fax 717-244-7608

Wingspan:
Height:
Weight:
Frame:
Sail:
Windrange:
ree Line:

Distribution
ofHQ-products in the US:

Precise, tricky and responsive in the lightest breeze.

Wing~pall:

Heigh/.'
Weigh/:
Frame:
Sail:
Windrange:
rec Line:

VENlEK

5

/85 em
89 em
/40g
carbon 4 mm
VENT£)(
0.5 - 4 8ft
251cp (5 - J] m)

The trickster. The lightweight variation a/the Session.

H7ngspan:
Height:
Weight:
Frame:
Sail:
Iflndrange:
recline:

ession

VEN7lX

High Quality Kites



Call, write or fax today for free catalog: High Fly Kite Company
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FOR A CATALOG •

Attention: Fran Gramkowski

30 West End Avenue
Haddonfield, NJ 08033
phone: 609-429-6260

fax: 609-429-0 J 42

WHOLESALE INQUIRIES INVITED
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P.S. We also carry:

• PETER LYNN buggies, boats, Peels, and
parts: authorized dealer (speak to my son
Fritz, a championship-ealiber buggier)

• LaserPro Speara and Dacron line:
distributor

catering to kite shops, small manufacturers and

workshop leaders with special needs ...
cut-to-Iength fiberglass rods? no problem.
tensioners, rings, caps, nocks, tubing in odd sizes? no problem.
line sets all ready to fly? no problem!

And along with the objects you get objectivity. You get the personalized
knowledge, experience, advice, information and dedication of Fran
Gramkowski, pioneer and expert in kites for over 15 years. You can bet he is
going to give you only top-notch supplies and service (most orders go out
same day).

You make kites on a moderate scale ...
You go to buy rods, line and parts ...
You get minimums quoted that are totally unreal.
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AVIA Sport ''G-Force™ Family ofKite Spars" was honored

by the members of KTA during the 1996 convention as
"Best New Kite Related Product. "We most sincerely

thank all of our many customers and friends who made

it possible for us to win this valuable recognition.

However, we know very well that with this award our

responsibility to our customers has become substantially
greater. We will do our utmost best to serve this honor
and customer trust with ever greater effort, higher quality

products and supportfor our industry and sport.

Some kite rod manufacturers seem to believe that spon

soring Master Class Flyers- individuals or teams
equals quality or performance. AVIA Sport also loves to
sponsor. Usually, however, we prefer to help Novice or

Intermediate flyers. Unfortunately, this usually does not

receive glory or even notice. But our joy over enthusiastic

letters and pretty pictures are the greatest payment we

receive. And perhaps one or another beginner will rise
into the lofty realms where only Masters dwell. Of course,
the many victories at all levels-some even five positions
deep as won at the AKA nationals in October-does not

make us unhappy at all. To all the winners our best

compliments and thanks.

Recognized consistency in quality, real honest increases

in kite performance, and prompt and responsible service

are the ingredients that bring us dramatic growth in

customers worldwide. Indeed, it really seems as if the
best kites throughout the world are 'Using AVIA Sport
spars these days. In our opinion, satisfied kite manufac
turers are still the best witnesses for our quality and

performance.

AVIA Sport Composites, Inc.
P.O. Box 1408

Hickory, NC 28603
704-345-6070

FAX: 704-345-6071
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Caribbean Kite Company
1099 N.E. 45 Street

Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33334 U.S.A.
Tel: 305-776-5433
Fax 305-776-5434

•
Caribbean Kite Company

P.O. Box 39, Lucea
Hanover, Jamaica, W.1.

Tel: 809-956-267 Fax: 809-956-2677

•
Caribbean Kite Company

Weidestrasse 147
22083 Hamburg, Germany

Tel: 040-2201359 Fax: 040-2201645

Caribbean Kite Company
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FLY LIKE YOU MEAN IT!TM

970-242-3002
http://www.innotex.com

•• ••

RETAIL DEALERS!
Get your LaserPro out of the back room and into your
prospects' hands with a custom Point-of-Purchase
Display, Highlight the convenience of LaserPro ready-to
fly line sets and let them FEEL THE LASERPRO DIFFERENCE
with a nifty line sampler, A great way to get your kite
sales soaring!

You'll find competitors flying LaserPro™ lines at most festivals. Ask
them about the LaserPro ™ difference!

-you're looking for a line that
You're looking for a flyline that is DISTINCTIVELY DIFFERENT.

You're looking for a flyline that offers such STUNNING CONTROL
that you can positively FEEL THE DIFFERENCE!

You're looking for



de in Minnesola

SWIVEL TOP
ACTSASA

WEATHERVANEf
Call for a free

sample!

• Small minimum order
• Great profit margins
• Great assortment 01 wiflds=,_.$ x.

Poles also available fo
small oirdfeoom

WlNDSOKErS~
PO. Box 22005 • Minneapolis, MN 55422
(612) 529·6261 • 1-800·869-1333

:W1NDSOKETS~
P.O. Box 22005 • Minneapolis, MN 55422
(612) 529·6261 • 1·800·869·1333

customers and they will
take good care of you.

Nicest sale ever made: Any
child's first kite. The look
of delight on their faces
gives me the greatest joy.

Best fringe benefit of the
store: Getting a chance
to fly almost any kite I
want.

Favorite issue of Kite
Lines: The Summer/Fall
1995 issue, with the fea
ture on the kites of Steve
Brockett. His work is fan
tastic.

Last book read: No
Windows, No Doors by
Harlan Ellison

Last kite book read: Stunt
Kite Magic! by David
Gomberg.

Favorite flying spot: Jones
Beach field # 6

Latest promotional
effort: Donating
time to do kitemaking
workshops at Greenbelt
Park, on Staten Island,
New York.

Most important advice
ever received: Take
good care of your

Store: Big City Kite Co.
1210 Lexington Ave.
New York, NY 10028
Tel: 212-472-2623
Fax: 212-472-2998
E-mail: bckites@i
2000.com

Floor space: 400 sq ft
Hours: M-F 11-6:30, Sat 10-6

Sun (seasonal) noon-5
Years in business: 9
Years carried Kite Lines: 9
Years profitable: 4

Owner: David Klein
Age: 42
Favorite food: Italian

Our
Retail Family
Scrapbook
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See these kites and more on our Web Site: http://www.cobrakite.com

Call Brenda at
203-877-7638

Dealer inquiries invited

~
~

KiteCo
Adivision of North Cloth / North Sails

189 Pepe's Farm Rd" Miltard, CT 06460

QUAD'-l'..wt:I~"';""";"-';-';""";---I
Zb~lP

KITECO is totally committed to

producing the highest performance,

highest quality kite fabrics at affordable

prices. KITECO fabrics are produced by

North Cloth. They feature:

• vibrant stable colors

• equal finishing on both sides

• superior durability.
Every batch is tested for permeability,

tear and abrasion resistance, and

consistent color. Call Brenda at KITECO

today for free samples, including our

new 1996 color selection. While you're

at it, ask about our new superlight .6 oz.

NORLoN series...coming soon!

Your #1 source for
performance kite cloth!

IIJ(Trll~Eii

0'J ~~O~"!:!',"!S7~~esV tel 908 506-0461 FAX 908 506-0388
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A Tough Year
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

LETTER FROM THE PUBLISHER

Your editor flying a Gibson Girl box kite at
Glenwood Park, Howard County, Maryland.

Nobody will talk about it in public. And
there are no hard figures. But it's accept

ed that the kite industry has fallen on hard
times through 1996.

You will hear all kinds of grumbling
explanations: weather, economic cycles,
excess competition. There are many variables
and no one seems to know why the business
has gone rotten. It just has.

"You could make an obituary list of kite
shops," one merchant said. "They just van
ish, leaving a trail of bills. It's the worst year
I've seen. As an indicator, key vendors are
taking a beating. This one's down, that one's
down. Companies are in trouble. Some are
regrouping. A few are doing OK. But to see
the established companies taking a hit... "

The worst part may be that everyone went
into 1996 with optimism. The Kite Trade
Assodation's annual show in January was
the best attended ever. But Spring started out
very spotty-and "You can never get those
months back," as one manufacturer put it.

We don't know what the cause is or how
to fight the disease. But readers of Kite Lines
are too passionate about kites to do nothing.
They want to help.

And so, my dearest friends, think about
what you can do. I suggest:

1. Go buy a kite. Support your local kite
,hop.

2. :\ttend kite festivals. Speak to people
you've neyer met. Help another person fly.

3. Promote kitin in all its forms, its com
petitions and its casual fli ,its masters and
its dummies, its highs and its lows. Speak up
for all the world to hear! Do I have to tell you
how much joy there is in kites? It's ob\i
ous! It's obvious! But you may have to make
an effort to show that to others. Make the
effort. I ask you. , I

. ~~
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Summerkite tour
ofJlIPllN

*Iicensed
sellers

of travel:
#OR146

June
1997
Three

Festivals

•Four
Museums

•
Nine

Wonderful
Days in
Japan

Hosted by group leaders
David IT Susan Gomberg

• Join the spellbinding traditional kite festivals of
Shirone, Sanjo, and Mitsue
• Fly with Japanese teams in the most famous
kite destruction derbies in the world
• Visit the renowned Japan Kite Museum, the
Giant Kite Museum in Showa-machi, the Tokyo
Edo Museum, and the Municipal Kite Museum of
Shirone
• Shop till you drop at well-known centers and
secret outlets in Tokyo
• Indulge yourself with the best of Japanese food,
drink, and hospitality

Tour includes modern hotels and
home stays with local kiters, most

meals, and all international and
domestic transportation. Anticipated

cost: $2850. Space limited.

Gomberg Kite Productions. International*
PO Box 113, Neotsu, OR 97364 US
Phone: 541-996-3083 Fax 54 - -9692
Email: dgomberg@oredne .org
Web page: WWW.oredne .org/-dgomberg/
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LEnERS

Kites for All Ages
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Ie source

whichever way

the wind blows.

and service for

products, support

for the latest

and greatest

WHOLESALE TO TRADE

W~ftT S
FUN·OMENAL FLYING PHENOMENA

4500 CHAGRIN RIVER ROAO
CHAGRIN FALLS, OHIO 44022

216/247-4222
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60s. My daughter, Eugenia, put down the
logo on paper. All of my family helped.
[Even] my tiny daughter, Anastasia (11
months old), was playing with her doll and
"singing" a tune-maybe "The Song About
Penguins"!

-Leonid Novikov and family
Schwarzenbach-Wald! Germany

structure, clearly audible in the silence.
Sometimes the moonlight reflects on the

kite's surface, making resplendent glitter
ing effects. For that reason, we named this
eolic artifact LLUOR/LLUNA (Shine/Moon). [For
more information on Joan Montcada's kites,
see Kite Lines! Summer/Fall, 1994.]

We can bestobserve the kite when walk
ing with it by the crest line, or by fixing the
kite and walking around to find different
angles of view. It is some kind of magic to see
one moon standing still as a perfect full cir
cle and the other [reflected] one, prismatic
and in continuous movement, glittering
on the kite's transparent shape.

-Joan and Marta Montcada
Barcelona! Spain.

Penguin Happy!
This summer I had the idea to make a
rokkaku with appliqued penguins. I just
recalled "The Song About Penguins," a beau
tiful song that was popular in Russia in the

Leonid Novikov shows off his penguin
kite-as well as Alexi and Anastasia.

Write us a letter! We love hearing from
you. Just remember: Anything you write to
Kite Lines may be considered for publica
tion, so please mark it "not for publication"
if you want to forestall any doubt. Address:
Kite Lines, P.O. Box 466, Randallstown, MD
21133-0466, USA. Or fax to 410-922-4262.
Or E"mail to kitelines@compuserve.com

Here is a
photo of my
nephew,
Phillip
Nguyen, fly
ing a Fire
Dart. He is 4
years old,
weighs only
30 pounds
and is 3-feet
l-inch high.

-Thanh
Nguyen

Rochester,
New York

A Lifetime Joy
My elementary school had yearly kite con
tests and I always worked hard to try to win
one of the coveted ribbons-my introduc
tion to a joy
that has
brightened
my life for
most of my
27 years.

In high

school I Bauman's "Sunburst Delta,"
made my over San Francisco Bay.
first cloth
kites, on my mother's old Singer. She later
had it refurbished and presented to me as a
college graduation gift.

I was married about four months ago
and my wife and I made a Cross Deck kite
[Kite Lines! Summer-Fall 1993] to fly on our
wedding day. Unfortunately it rained (my
grandmother always said, "The wet bride is
the lucky bride!") , but we packed it with us
to Hawaii, where it soared gorgeously on the
trade winds.

I'm a Silicon Valley corporate slave by
day, but my hardware at home is a sewing
machine. -Hans Bauman

Redwood City, California

A 30-Pound Flier

FlYing by Moonlight
Lately, in the mountains, we have gone sev
eral times to fly modular/transparent kites at
night when there is a full moon. We don't
use any kind of accessory lights, and some
times the kite disappears into the dark sky.
You can intuitively feel its situation only
by the tension of the string and the soft
murmur of the wind through the modular

FALL-WINTER 1996/ KITE LINES / 11



WHAT'S NEW: KITES

How Many Lines? Pick Four, Two or One
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

By Michael J. Graves, Steve McKerrow, Mel Govig, Valerie Govig, James c. Welsh & Ron Young

Top, the Mosquito is a seductive,
speed-producing traction kite;

above, the Beautiful Evil hovers
as if about to strike;

right middle, the Trick Tail's namesake
feature produces deliberate maneuvers;
right, the Sonic turns inside its wingtip.

User-Friendly Mosquito
In most parts of the world, the mosquito
conjures images of blood-sucking insects
that destroy the ambience of warm summer
evenings. But fly the Mosquito 4.5, and you
gain a new reference. The mid-sized quad
line traction kite by WindTools of Germany
is high performance but very user friendly.
(Note: The manufacturer is currently seeking
a U.S. distributor.)

Constructed of
Porcher ripstop with
Dyneema sheathed
bridling, the Mosquito
is a high aspect-ratio
soft kite with a semi
elliptical shape. Its
power lines are cross
bridled, meaning that
pulling on a line
directly affects the
shape of about three
quarters of the kite
span rather than the
usual half.

Buyers might want
to proVide their own
handles. We found that those supplied with
the kite are too soft, creating an uncom
fortable handle rotation in heavy winds.
They also initially slipped on the tubing
a bit of hairspray fixed the problem-and we
managed to tear one of them.

We also had surprising difficulty figuring
out where to attach the bottom brake lines.
Although the lower bridle lines had nine
knots spread over about 32 inches, the prop
er attachment turned out to be four inches
closer to the kite than the nearest pre-tied
knot. Don't manufacturers know how to
set up their own kites?

Flying the Mosquito was a breeze, with
power and speed comparable to high-end
kites of similar size. Most impressive was its
smooth acceleration, which generated con
siderable buggy speed. No other kite we have
flown has achieved velodty so seductively.

Turns were best accomplished by medi
um arm movements, coupled with assertive
wrist rotation. The Mosquito rotated around
a point near its center, with a turn rate that
seemed average.

The kite responded quickly and pre-

dictably in all parts of the wind window
throughout its stated wind range, about
4-24 mph. Luffing was not a problem, and
its smooth acceleration curve should make
the Mosquito a kite less risky to fly in very
gusty winds.

This Mosquito brings a smile to the face
and draws no blood. Retailing for about
$565, this exceptionally well-built, high
performance kite is certainly worth a dose
look by traction kiters. -f.c.W

"Evil" Quad
This is the kite to put up when you want to
draw a crowd!

Beautiful Evil, the name of this stunning
quad-line from Joel Scholz and Sky Delight
Kites, is best understood in that reverse teen
slang, where "bad" mearlS "good" and "evil"
is extraordinarily so.

Actually, the crouching dragon that stares
back at you while flying is more impish
than ferodous. But his/her 10-foot wingspan
and rather deliberate response to control
makes for a swooping flight that suggests the
terror a real dragon might invoke-if such

beasts existed outside the "Dra
gonflight" novels of Anne
McCaffrey.

Winner of an AKA first place
award in its prototype form, in
1993, the kite retails for an impos
ing price: $600, induding an
introductory video on quad-line
flying from Revolution Enterprises
and extended handles (from
Cosmic Kites of San Diego), which
the maker says are necessary for
optimum performance.

Sky Delight says the price
reflects the costs of making the
kite, and that's the other part of
the name: Beautiful! The animat
ed applique, luminous colors (five
combinations), stitching and
materials (induding six-wrap
graphite rods and hot-cut nylon
sail) are of the high quality
familiar from other Scholz kites.
(Sky Delight also offers a small
er quad of similar structure, the
Vampire Bat, for a more afford
able $175. It is built upon a

standard Revolution II frame.)
For its size and seeming complexity,

Beautiful Evil should now assemble easi
ly-although on the test kite we found join
ing the center and wing spars to the wing
longerons to be a chore. Rubber "0" rings
holding the spars provided too much ten
sion for easy sliding. But Scholz says he has
since replaced the "0" rings with loops of
line, holding the spars together less tightly
with a simple lark's head knot arrangement.
Scholz says the looser fit of the spars may
also improve the Evil's flight, permitting
subtle adjustment to the wind.

As flown in relatively light winds, with
occasional sharper gusts, the kite seemed
slow to spin, requiring more dramatic wri<;t
control than common-hence the e:dend
ed handles. Further, the kite did 11 wan 0

build up speed in that propdkr pin so
demonstrative of quad-line -t .

But the Evil ea ih' \itched from for
ward to rewrse tli ht. In fact, flying this
kite backward eemed easier than with
many quads-perhaps because the lead
ing and trailing edges of the wings almost
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Stunters DATA CHART One-Liners

Mosquito Beaut Evil Trick Tail Sonic Name of Kite Owl Dove GAPro Mini Spirit

-9~~ ~ c)? <t>C ~
mirror each other. IWindTools §!ty~ AetvPioP/e Buena Vista Manufactunlr S~Delighl Jackite Cililisle mega I

The same scalloped $565 $600 $280 $199 Retail Price $25 $19.95/29.95 $35 $495

wing design may also If RN AN - RP", RP Sail MaleriliI RN Tyyek - RP AN1

be responsible for nla nla RN Dt Leading Edge Material nla nla nla II nla

another habit: a ten- Ir nla CR CFf CFr Framing Mateiiidli WO/FGSI FGr ;= CFr/s~ce CFI- 1

dency at the outer edges nla MP M M Fittings MP n/a. nla CFt/Alum

of the wind window to Ir 156x48 124x<OO 92x47 96x37 Dimensloris (In.) 48x24 42x21 ~26x22 91 x 481

drop forward into a nla nla 8.5 10.5 Sail Depth at stand-ofts (in.) nla nla nla nla

slow dive. When this II 4500 2695 ;"12~ 1182 8811 Area.(~in.l 576 357~ 286 1404 I
occurred overhead, it nla 16 93/8 93/8 Weight (oz.) 1.9 1.6 1.0 13.3

seemed the dragon was Ir nla 0.89 1i:O~ 1.17 88ilload!!!9t[~ltl· 0.475 O. EO.5 0.9281

about to attack! Several 4-24 4-25 2-16 4·20 Suggested Wind Range 5-20 0-30 2-15 5-25

reoccurrences finally II 300I20O '150 50-150,0 80-150 SUggestet:! Une (Ibs.) 25 20 8 100 I
taught us the proper I-SK SK B I Skill level Required N N I N

antidpation to prevent r 5 3.5 1-2 <1 Assemllly Time (minutes) 1.5 <1 <1 2 1
this or to recover from E E VG VG Ease of Launch/Relaunch VG G VG G
it. But these traits add I E E VG G &Rof Work nla nla nla nla J
up to a kite with per-

F M-F M-F M-F Straight Speed nla nla nla nla
sonality. Unlike the L M 8-M F M SPMd III Turns nla nla .Jl!a nla I
optically stark graphics

E G E VG PrecisionITracking nla nla nla nla
of most quads, this one

I H M M M Amount of Pull L L L M I
seems amazingly alive

81 81 81 81-M Amount of Noise nla nla nla nla
Up there.

L VG E G G VIsual AppeaVGraohlCs VG E G VG I
The manufacturer

gives 4-25 mph E E E E Workmanship E VG E Ea
wind range for the r E G G'7ll VG PortabI!!!y E G E VG 1

Beautiful Evil, but the E VG VG VG Durability E VG E E

low end of that span NOTES: Retail price (US dollars) is "advertised" or "suggested." Wind range (mph) covers minimum and maximum speeds deemed suitable by our eval-
seems optimistic. This uators. Dimensions are in the following order: width x hei9ht. Measurements and (usually) drawings are made with the kite standing on the floor fac-

is no light air kite. Yet ing the viewer. Materials: RN-Ripstop Nylon, RP-Ripstop Polyester, DT-Dacron Tape, WD-Wooden Dowels, B-Bamboo, FG-Fiberglass, GR-Graphite,

when the wind ebbs, EP-Epoxy, CF-Carbon Fiber, r-Rods, t-Tubes, MP-Molded Plastic, V-Vinyl. Speed: SL-Slow, M-Medium, F-Fast. Skill levels: N-Novice,

I-Intermediate, SK-Skilled. Pull: L-Low, M-Medium, H-High. Noise: SI-Silent, L-Low, M-Medium, H-High. Other ratings: P-Poor, A-Acceptable,
and the dragon settles G-Good, VG-Very Good, E-Excellent, n/a-not applicable.

obediently down onto
its haunches, it seems
more than eager to spring upward again!

-S.McK./R.Y

Tail for Tricks
Described as a kite for advanced tricks in
light to moderate winds, the Trick Tail
proved to be among the most rewarding
kites we have flown in recent years.

Positioned at the high end of a line of
dual-line sport kites from Active People,
Inc., the kite was originally created by Jams
Designs in Switzerland.

Demonstrating a turning radius well
inside the wingtip, it spins very quickly
because of an unusual sliding bridle, and
its namesake tail offers significant tuning
of flight performance. These design inno
vations also mean it takes time for a flier
to become accustomed to the Trick Tail's

movements. We'd say it's well-spent time.
The tail begins below the lower spreader,

where the spine becomes a solid rod bent
back under tension, forming a rear air pock
et in the keel. During assembly, the flier
can choose to place the spine in front of or
behind the lower spreader, dramatically
altering the depth of the keel and thus the
kite's speed and performance.

Three pairs of standoffs are provided for
adjustment. (Only four standoffs are fitted
to the kite at one time.) The result is a shock
absorbing system that allows the trailing
edge to react to gusts or sudden moves with
out placing undue stress on the frame.

Construction is of generally high caliber.
Sail seams are double-turned and double
stitched, with Dacron patches reinforcing
stress points. The leading edge sleeves are

made of %-ounce ripstop polyester, and the
trailing edge is fitted with an adjustable
leech line, as well as a cheater line across the
wingtips to minimize tangles in flight.

The Trick Tail's four-legged sliding bri
dle offers another way to tune the kite's
flight; the outhaul positions and overall
angle of attack are adjustable with a high
degree of independence. The extra bridle
leg midway along each leading edge supports
the relatively light carbon frame in a wider
range of winds than otherwise possible.

Our test flights occurred over three
months under conditions varying from 2
mph breezes to stiffer 12 mph winds.

As its name implies, the kite was made for
advanced tricks. The sliding bridle causes the
kite to accelerate into and decelerate out of
tight spins, while the tail structure acts as an
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WHAT'S NEW: KITES...Continued

Above, the GA Pro features refinements in fighter
adjustments; right, the Mini Spirit is still a big kite; far
right top, the Owl is an easy flier; far right bottom, the

Olympic Dove makes nifty line laundry.

air brake, forcing the kite to move through
most maneuvers in deliberate fashion.

The Trick Tail did not respond well to
overly aggressive flying styles, but rewarded
a smooth hand with a wide range of tricks.

The slightly low location of the lower
spreader on the kite made ground play
enjoyable even with the light carbon frame.
The kite was easily relaunched from almost
any position.

The Trick Tail takes some time to get to
know well but is great fun to fly. It is that rare
combination: easy to handle for the begin
ner, yet with trick potential to interest the
most advanced competitor. -M.f.G.

SuperSonic
With more radical tricks continually appear
ing on the competition circuit, several man
ufacturers have developed high aspect-ratio
designs geared toward trickability-such as
Buena Vista's Sonic.

We would not suggest this as anyone's
first kite, but it's near ideal for any flier whose
personal style is energetic in the extreme. The
kite challenges fliers to abuse it.

The Sonic assembles quickly, with the
only uncommon mechanical element a
crossover fitting between the spine and the
upper spreader. Given the kite's wide, low
shape, this extra fitting and the tapered
lower spreaders help maintain stiffness in the
frame. Both the leading edges and the stand
offs are flush-finished to minimize the poten
tial for snagging the line and bridles.

Unlike many high aspect-ratio kites, the
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Sonic offers a deep sail that improves both
tracking and trickability.

We flew our tests in winds ranging from
almost none to a howling 20 mph, and
found the kite needs 3-4 mph to engage its
character. With adequate breeze, the kite's
deep profile resulted in a slower speed
than expected, although it was still on
the quick side. Tracking was very good.

The Sonic turned just inside its wingtip
and, with its high-aspect shape, demanded
practice before we were comfortable exe
cuting spins very near the ground.

Perhaps the Sonic's strongest character
istic was its response to extreme handling. It
reacted best to large and abrupt motions
by the flier, yet its rigid frame rarely showed
any sign of stress---even when we tried to
break it deliberately with fierce tip stabs and
ground play in high winds!

In the Sonic, Buena Vista has created
something unusual, a kite that is both well
behaved and capable of aggressive tricks.

-M.f.G.

Easy Flying Owl
Simply put, this Owl is a delight. The wise
bird from Sky Delight kites, neither over
engineered nor overconstructed, is a good
flier that should please a child (of any age).
It's easy to assemble, easy to launch and
easy to look at in the sky.

The kite has a trailing edge without a
hem, but its scalloped cut should reduce
fraying. Except for two 2-mm fiberglass rods
that spread the tail and horns, it is very

basic: hardwood dowels and a molded plas
tic fixture that holds the spars and sets the
dihedral.

As with all small kites, it takes a gentle
touch to fly well. Our model took off right
out of the bag. We noted that sliding the
plastic fitting too far aft caused the Owl to
fly erratically. Moving it forward a half inch
was all the adjustment needed. -M.G.

Olympic Dove
No kite in history has enjoyed a larger audi
ence than this bird (not even the kite in
the movie Mary Poppins). Billions (yes, bil
lions) of television viewers around the world
saw hundreds of ]ackite Doves flown by
children in the opening ceremonies of the
1996 Olympic Games in Atlanta.

Kite Lines managed to squeeze armounce
ment of]ackite's Olympic role into our last
issue. Now we have a model to critique.

It is disappointing that the kite commu
nity has not been very enthusiastic about the
Dove and other birds by]addte. At the AKA
convention in October, birds from the
]ackite flock flew all week from fiberglass
poles along the seawalk, adding greatly to thl
festive scene.

With attention to the curl of hl' r "\ <c

cover, the Dove can be flo\\'11 l n I I or
more of line, at angk up 0 30 degrees.
But it is most eftec in: ilutlering from the
end of a banner pole, You can also atlach it
below \'our fa\'orite kite to make a dramat
ic piece of line laundry.

The Dove is provided assembled or in kit



form, but many of us prefer to leaye the
assembly to the excellent craftspeople at
Jackite. The kite is packed with due care in
keeping the curves all in the right direction
to assure easy flight. -M.G.

Pro Fighter For All
Kevin Shannon's GAF (Good All-Around
Fighter) is already an accepted weapon in
many kite bags. The new GA Pro is a refine
ment, addressing suggestions that simple
cloth fighters might benefit from tape or a
few stitches at the shoulder to prevent the
sail from slipping under the spar in higher
winds.

The GA Pro is fitted at the shoulder with
sleeves that give a snug fitting bow. The fin
ishing touch is a Martin Lawrence-style rib
bon tied at the cross point of the spars. It
snaps the bow firmly in place when snug, but
allows a more relaxed tension for flat trans
port. (Many fighter enthusiasts prefer to carry
their kites in a flat case, and transporting
them under reduced tension helps extend
their useful life.) The kite can also be disas
sembled and rolled into a tubular kite bag.

Active and responsive, the GA Pro is a
comfortable kite for both experienced and
learning fighter kitefliers. The two-point bri
dle was set up perfectly on our test kite, but
is easily adjustable for wind changes or per
sonal preference. -M.G.

Not So "Mini" Spirit
Like the large Spirit from Omega Kites we
reviewed in 1993, the Mini Spirit is clearly
marked as the work of Reza Ragheb. But this
kite is hardly small, measuring 6 by 8 feet.

We'd say the Mini Spirit figure is the
most dramatic in a collection, furnished for
the past year, of scaled-down versions of
Ragheb's large kites.

I '''l "ther, in the new series, the kite
has a ley, \ub\tJntial pull-both on the fly
ing line and the puP.><' \tring'. It proYides all
the beauty and flyabilih ot the \tandards,
and is most suitable for small or nO\\'ded
lunfines and for fliers who do not haw
strong arms, nor the wish to use ground
stakes.

Perhaps economics spurred the mini
series, but the workmanship and graphics of
this Spirit are uncompromised. -M.G.

Here by
POPULAR DEMAND

~ Our ORIGINAL charts, packed with information to help
you thread the maze of metric & traditional measurements.

~ A wide selection of hard-to-find parts. Goodwinds is the
source for all your kitemaking needs.

~ The best tools, fittings and notions to make your kite
construction a breeze!

~ Secrets and tricks of the Kiting Greats!
Tips gleaned from 18 years of kite-building expertise.

~ The one and only BONS Wrist Straps-Best New Kite Related
Product at the 1995 Kite Trade Association Convention.

~ Goodwind's EXCLUSIVE Kitemaking Pattern Kits,
featuring complete, easy-to-follow instructions for
making sport kites the easy way!

ASK YOUR RETAILER FOR YOUR COPY TODAYl

Goodwinds 0;:206:632~61501:
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DESIGN WORKSHOP

Mortin Lester's Top Holf
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Bridles
27. Cut six 60-inch and one 20-inch

low-stretch lines.
28. Attach 6O-inch lines to body risers.
29. Attach 20-inch link line between

fore and aft bridle lines, and adjust towing
point with a lark's head knot over the
bridle ring. \/

Final Assembly
24. Sew head to body at trailing edge of

parafoil, matching the center seam of the
hair to the center seam of the back panels.
Attach at hair panel only. At front of neck,
match the center head seam to the center
seam of the front panels and stitch 4Jll-inch
on each side of the center seam, leaving
sides of head open.

25. Sew arm/shoulder to body. (Long
seam lines up with inner riser.) Note palms
face down and thumbs point toward head.

26. Hem raw edges of body, arms and
neck.

maximum. (Adhere with double-sided
tape before stitching to make it easier.)

9. Sew hair darts.
10. Sew neck to jaw.
11. Sew left and right sides together:

from nape of neck to tip of nose; from
base of nose to front of neck.

12. Insert nose piece. Sew forward
nasal triangle, then base of nasal triangle,
then sides of nasal patch, leaving an air
space at the sinuses to fill out in flight.
C. Arms

13. Sew sleeve to upper arm, then
upper arm to forearm (x two).

14. Sew into tubes (x two).
D. Hands

15. Sew finger risers to palms.
16. Sew 2-inch strip to inside of palm.
17. Sew 2-inch strip (make loop) to

outside of palm. (This will allow you to
attach banners to the hands.)

VALERIE GOVIG 18. Make one left and one right palm.
19. Sew long strip (44" x IX") around

outside edge of palms.
20. Sew upper hand to strip.
21. Sew tops of finger risers to upper

hands.
22. Sew 2-inch strips to uppers.
23. Sew hand to wrist of arm. (Note: Long

seam of arm lines up with thumb on hand.)

General Directions
Unless otherwise indicated, use X-inch seam
allowance and Y2-inch hem allowance.
(Exceptions: use Y2-inch seam allowance
for sewing head and arms to body; and use
Ii -inch seam allowance when sewing nose
insert.

Note that Carrington or similar cloth
has definite right (shiny, coated) and wrong
(dull, uncoated) sides. Treat the shiny side as
the good or outer side. This means you need
to flip pattern pieces or fabric appropriately
when cutting right and left sides of the kite.
At leading edge, keep grain of fabric per
pendicular (not on bias).

Parts Assembly
A. Body

1. Hem leading edge of upper and lower
panels (back and face of the kite).

2. Hem leadirlg edge of side risers.
3. Hem leading edge and trailing edge of

irmer risers.
4. Assemble as a parafoil in steps as

shown in assembly drawing (opposite page,
lower drawings).
B.Head

5. Cut nose piece.
6. Make eye and mouth appliques.

(Crack-and-peel® is a good cheat.)
7. Stitch appliques to face.
8. Sew hair to head-overlap by ¥-inch

Materials
Altogether you need approximately 10 yards
of 41-in-wide .5-oz ripstop nylon, prefer
ably the soft, lightly-coated grade, as made
in Britain (example: Carrington's balloon
quality-N1053 / N1059 and a few others
with very slight differences in coating;
American balloon quality is too heavy.)

Color breakdowns for different parts of
the kite are approximately: 5 yards for t
shirt, shoulders and interior risers (e.g., red);
3 yards for arms, hands and head (e.g.,
flesh tone); %-yard for hair (e.g., brown);
?i'-yard for t-shirt trim (e.g., blue); and ?i'-yard
for keels (e.g., white).

Ever since he designed his dangling Legs
kite~ runaway hit-Maltin Lester was
forever being asked, "Where's the rest of
that body?" So the English kitemaker de
signed this answer, a boyish figure who
hangs upside down in flight, waving his
arms and fingers like a trapeze artist. Now,
Lestergenerously offers instructions on how
you can make the eye-catching kite. -Editor

Constructing a Top Half looks com
plicated. But it really comprises eas

ily separated sewing jobs: the body-a
parafoil kite variant-and the head-and
hair, arms and hands, sewn as separate
units and stitched together at the end.

In planning the body parts, you must
think twice-as in (usually) sewing mir
ror halves of each element to join as a
unit: two head halves, two hair halves
and two halves of two hands.

The arms go together slightly differ
ently, with each including three sections-a
t-shirt sleeve, an upper arm and a forearrn
which are stitched together and sewn into
tubes.

The nose also requires a delicate bit of
surgery. After the head halves are joined, a
small triangular piece of fabric must be sewn
around the edge of the nostrils, with a short
section of fabric projecting into the interior.

The color selections on our sample, in
photo above, give the smiling lad reddish
brown hair, a fair skin and a red t-shirt (with
fabric of body/parafoil matching the sleeve
pieces of the arms). But color choices and
facial expressions are limited only by the
imagination.
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Top HALF

44'12

palm strips x 4,
each 2"

15%

19~

2 long strips,

44 x 1Y.; sew one

around edge
of each palm, join
to back of hand.

Tt
8% 12

-~

~16%~-

10

10

A. BODY (parafoil)

nose detail;
cut Ye portion

1%C>
2~ 2%

nose piece

6\1,

Applique 2 eyes (3Y2) and

mouth (6Y2); sew black on
white, then white onto kite.

3814

37%

5~

1914

11%

B. HEAD & HAIR X 2 C. HANDS X 4 D. ARMS X 2

ASSEMBLY SEQUENCE OF RISER SEAMS FINAL ASSEMBLY OF HEAD, ARMS &BODY

Sew risers into sea s of parafoil.
Numbers indicate stitching sequence.

Back Panel
View of Leading Edge

Back Panel

Qi
Q)

~

Body Back

f~;:'--=\:"=-'------"----'-=--=-=-=-:"";=-'-:-'f=-.-=:=--tt=~c'-h----''---=-/:''=-~'''~:

hair to I
I 1. Attach back. 2. Attach I
I sleeve. sleeve.

I I
4. Attach I

~ neck to \ II
• , front.
~......--...--..I------.............I.rl--------'oor....... ....("t"

Body Front

I
Attach head and sleeves to trailing
edge of parafoil where shown by dotted
lines; air must be able to enter between.
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$20.00
Line not included

g
Catalog No. 60

VARIABLE SPEED KITE REEL Patents Pending

• Creates it's own starting wind • Socket positions for high and low
• No tangles, no burned fingers • Power, slow and fast speeds
• Anchors and holds ends of line • Holds 2000 feet of 20 lb. line
• Rugged: withstands 500 Ibs. • Only 6 inches in diameter

Kites &Reels, 39 Domingo Avenue, Berkeley, CA 94705
Tel: 510-848-7911 Fax: 510-843-1814



WHAT'S NEW: DOOKS

Streeter's Indio: A New Classic
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

By Valerie Govig, Mel Govig, Steve McKerrow & Anne Sloboda

Streeter at Last
A Kite Journey Through India by Tal Streeter
(New York: Weatherhill, 1996), softcover,
182 pages, $39.95.

After four years of eagerly waiting, kite
fliers have their reward: the new book about
India by noted artist Tal Streeter. Comments
and criticisms are sure to compare it to the
author's classic work of 1974 (now out of
print), TheAlto{theJapaneseKite. I think that
in some ways the new book is better and in
some ways worse, but strike those words
it's improper to make such a comparison.
The two books come from different places,
both geographically and spiritually.

This book has great strengths. One is its
elegant physical package, fit for the coffee
table. But its content is far above the stan
dard. The photographs, taken in both color
and black-and-white by the author, are excel
lent. The layout, typesetting, paper, printing,
binding-aIl are first-class. Kiters will feast on
the Portfolio of Show Kites in the middle of
the book, which presents a revealing variety
of kite graphics and (notably) structure.

ever again will you think of Indian fight
er kites as being all the same.

For that matter, never again will you
think of India as being all the same. This
book is a real contribution to cultural edu
cation and understanding, whether you are
a kiteflier or not. It faces the realities of
Indian life, the poverty and unrest, yet it pro
duces an essentially positive picture, full of
vitality and smiles.

Streeter tells engaging tales in the open
and sensitive style that is his trademark.
And interwoven with the personal materi
al readers will find a rich store of information
about fighter kites: how they are made, col
lected, fought and even talked about (words
used for kites include patang, guddi, pattam
and kat!wrdi).

. perfect? :'\o-ask any author!
o <wt:auy .e\in over some flaws.

[ found numer typographical errors. (Is
17 too many for an important book like
this? Do most readers take the jarring from
them that I do?) They appear to be caused
by computer typesetting (never an excuse).
Richard Gareau of Canada will have to laugh
or groan that he has been called Robert by
mistake several times.

Any serious problems? Yes. One is the

Rashida Yousef cuts decorative kite parts in
Lucknow; from A Kite Journey Through India.

lack of draWings for kites or kitemaking
details, which in some sections could have
added valuable material and shortened long
passages of prose.

Another is the section on Dinesh
Bahadur, the charismatic entrepreneur from
India whose business collapse around 1980
caused large losses to several kite manufac
turers. Streeter visited Bahadur just before fin
ishing this book. Apparently, he did not
talk to other kite people about Bahadur or
address business matters at all, because the
seven-page profile reads like a glowing press
release. Dinesh is indeed brilliant and artic
ulate; and, strangely enough, in this review,
where I am striving to set the record straight,
I am compelled to admit his narrative about
kiteflying in India is perhaps the most fas
cinating section of the book!

Shortcomings aside, readers who make
this Kite Journey Through India with Tal
Streeter will come home holding keys to
awareness of the kite traditions and extrav
agant energy of India. They will have
become part of the making of a new classic
in the literature of kites. -VG.

Lavish Disappointment
Cerfs-volants, L'art en ciel (Kites, Art in the
Sky) by Eric Domage (text) and Marc
Domage (photographs) (Paris: Editions Alter
natives, 1996), in French, softcover, 126
pages, $44.95.

This large (7%" x ll~"), lavishly illus
trated book lacks only a few inches of size
and a hard cover to make it full-blown cof
fee table art. Full-color artist renderings and
beautiful photos outweigh the accompany
ing text by at least three to one.

The body of the book profiles nine (only
nine) contemporary Western kitemakers:
Tal Streeter, Jackie Matisse, Curt Asker, Pierre
Fabre, Steve Brockett, Istvan Bod6czky,
Philippe Cottenceau, George Peters and
Michel Gressier.

Most of the information appears to have
been drawn from interviews with the artists,
and this is both the book's greatest strength
and its greatest weakness.

The distinct voices of the subjects come
through in the text, and one gets a feel for
how each individual's work reflects the per
son creating it. This is the first book I have
encountered that treats kitemakers with the
same respect as any other group of artists.

Unfortunately, although the authors are
knowledgeable about their subject, they are
kite enthusiasts, not critics nor historians.
They frankly call the book an "hommage" to
the kitemakers and do not attempt to be sys
tematic in their approach.

And don't look for dates in this book.
Readers do not get enough chronology to
truly appreciate how an individual's
approach or style has developed.

The photos appear to have been mostly
shot at festivals or during the interviews;
there are few pictures of earlier work by
the artists. This becomes annoying when
the same kite appears repeatedly. Brockett's
No Two Feathers shows up four times.

I have to admit I am disappointed in
this book. It treats kitemaking as a legitimate
contemporary art medium, but makes me
realize how badly I would like to see a thor
oughly documented history of modern kite
artists. -A.S.

Buzzing Treasures
Nagoya Koryu Dako (Traditional Nagoya Kites)
by Masaaki Sato (Nagoya, Japan, 1993), in
Japanese, hardcover, 64 pages, $47.95.

We at Kite Lines know too little Japanese
to appreciate the writing in this book, but
the pictures need no translation. The ex
quisite work of Masaaki Sato (artist name:
Kofu) shows him to be perhaps the world's
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SAND SKIS

at the Maryland Inn in Laurel, MD
February 14-17, 1997

Join us in the fun!

The Maryland
Kite Retreat

presented by The Maryland Kite Society

Info Pak - S3.00

SKI THE BE. "H
P.O. BOX 5~16

LINCOL~CIT\-. OR [fJ

91367
(541) 994-8709

Agreat long weekend in afine hotel with ahuge
atrium for the workshop, plus abar, pool and spa!
Enjoy America's oldest kite retreat and Maryland's
easy ambience and morning-to-night kitemaking
activities featuring:

- Pierre Fabre, Paris, France: A Design
Challenge

- Ray Bordelon, Big Easy Kites, New
Orleans, LA Making the MEFM

-Steve Ferrel and Tony Ferrel, Kite
Studio-AKA champion

- Tanna Haynes, AKA champion
- Pete Rondeau, AKA champion
• Kevin Shannon, Carlisle Kiteworks,

Carlisle, PA
-Additional seminars we don't have

room to list!
- Super auction! (unique and rare stuff)
- Door prizes, videos, supply stores, dis-

plays, morel

Reserve early-space is limited! Registration: $90
per person. Includes all workshops, limited edition
pin, pizza party and banquet ticket. Banquet open to
nonregistered for $25 per person. Auction open to
public. Hotel rooms: $60 + tax per night, payable to the
Best Western Maryland Inn (call 301-776-5300). For
registration packet, contact: The Maryland Kite Society,
10113 Lloyd Road, Potomac, MD 20854, or call Jon
Burkhardt at 301-424-6976 or Adam Grow at 301
949-9078 (eve).

413-283-2555

FAX
413-283-4037

DYNA-KITE CORP.
P.O. BOX 24

THREE RIVERS, MA
01080

MARTIN
LESTER
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WHAT'S NEW: DOOKS...Continued

foremost maker of semi (cicada), abu (horse
fly) and hachi (bee) kites. In fact, Sato's fam
ily of kites, all variations around similar
forms, includes wasps, other insects and
even faces. Each kite is fitted with an unari
(hummer); many are flecked with gold.

Sato continues a 2oo-year tradition by
making his frames from susudake, bamboo
culled from old farmhouse roofs. Long expo
sure to hearth smoke produces a highly val
ued dark brown tone. Photographs show
Sato's precise splitting and shaping of this
bamboo, and many drawings help us under
stand the intricacies.

The book presents the kites (about three
dozen, mostly printed in color) with the
same spare elegance and symmetry that
marks their design. I was also struck by the
self-effacing title and cover, in which Sato's
name is submerged in honor of Nagoya.
The volume echoes this reticence, dressed in
dark blue cloth, embossed title and textured
endpapers-an object of pure pleasure re
flecting its wonderful contents. -v.G.

Find the FighterJewels
Not an Indian Fighter Kite: apersonal evolution
of rip-stop fighter kites by Geoff Crumplin
(yorkshire, England: self-published, 1995), 70
pages, $14.95.

This modest book, like the 20-or-so kites
it describes, has its ups and downs.

On the down side, this is the product of
a wandering mind. On the up side, this
mind conveys the pure enjoyment of one
line maneuverable kites.

On the down side, the book has had
only the most cursory editing. On the up
side, it contains buried jewels of wisdom.

On the down side, few beginners could
build a kite from these instructions. On the
up side, those moderately experienced in
IJtemalJng by sewing machine or adhe-

... -ind the designs interesting and
chall

Finally, on th up ide. there are more
ups than downs.

Crumplin sometimes com to the right
conclusion for the wrong reason, but the fly
ing tips and designs work. His advice about
bridling is the best I have seen. He not only
furnishes dimensions, but includes advice on
how to adjust bridles when things go awry.

Crumplin's occasional turn-of-the-cen-

tury English English (a lot of "whilsts") and
the use of acronyms (TIDS, for Tension
Induced Directional Stability) are distracting,
as is his use of the word "pilot" for kiteflier.

Crumplin also seems to base all his advice
on experience with flat bowed paper kites
from India and Malaysia. I don't believe he
had seen true Korean kites up close or in
flight when he wrote the book. He also
seems not to understand that the flight
characteristics of tailed fighters from Brazil,
the Caribbean, Greece and Thailand do not
really fit his TIDS principle.

But as I always say, I've never met a fight
er kite I didn't like. The kites in this book have
my very biased stamp of approval. -M.G.

Quad-Line Help?
Flying the Rev and How To Do It by Bill and
Kim Taylor (Keizer, Oregon: self-published,
1996), softcover, 118 pages, $14.95.

Bill and Kim Taylor obviously know how
to fly the Revolution quad-line kite widely
known by its affectionate nickname. (They
produced the book independently of man
ufacturer Revolution Enterprises of Cali
fornia.) And newcomers to quad-lines cer
tainly could use help finding the curiously
subtle skills of making these kites perform.
Unfortunately, this well-ihtentioned guide
won't significantly ease the learning curve.
Indeed, the authors warn in their introduc
tion that what follows may be overwhelm
ing or confusing and suggest readers not allow
the reading to deter the flying experience.

One value in this book, however, lies in

Kites from Traditional Nagoya Kites by
Masaaki Sato: top, wasp; bottom, traditional
Nagoya face image (with bamboo hair curls).

the assurance that mastery over the Rev
and other quads is possible. The authors
capture well the magic moment when, "you
have crossed that line between thinking
and not thinking, so to speak, [and] the
kite will suddenly seem to do exactly what
you tell it to do."

But the book offers mainly frustrations of
its own, not the least a plethora of mis
spellings, nongrammatical usages and lan
guage redundancies so rife that getting at the
content is difficult.

Readers just setting up a kite will find use
ful diagrams in Chapter 1. But important
parts of this preparation, such as recom
mended line strengths, line lengths and
the proper balance of top and bottom lines,
are left to Chapter 6. Bridle details are also
neglected.

Chapter 2's explanation and diagrams
of the kiter's wind window are an especial
ly clear presentation. And the explanation of
four-line theory (in the redundantly titled
Basic Fundamentals, Chapter 3) properly
emphasizes the gentle wrist action required,
as distinguished from the push-pull motions
of a two-liner. The authors use the term
"tap" to describe the short flicking motion.

However, neophytes may have trouble
with the terminology describing a quad
line's flight as "forward" and "reverse." This
is technically correct, of course, but for
beginners, "up" and "down," "top" and
"bottom" or even "leading edge" and "tail"
might be easier to grasp.

Some fliers might also challenge the
assertion that achieving a stable hover "is a
very difficult move to master." When I was
in the crash-a-minute mode learning to fly
the smallest model Rev, the Backtracker (not
mentioned in the book's listing of Revolu
tion kites), the hover was the first move I was
able to accomplish.

Further, my next step was the 360-degree
spin to left and right, with a return to the
hover position. Here, the authors outline as
beginning moves a 9O-degree-turn-far more
difficult than a 360, I believe-followed by
the 180-degree rotation, which I still find
hard to achieve with great consistency. A
good discussion of the hover and 36O-degree
spin is postponed to Chapter 5, Beyond
Basic.

As the book progresses into more com-
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~ Largest Kite Store
On the East Coast!

Wright Kite Festival
July 12, 1997

Outer Banks Stunt Kite
Competition

October 11-12, 1997
Kites With Lights

December 6, 1997

FREE Catalog

800-334-4777
Outer Banks, NC

Internet Address
http://www.kittyhawk.com

E-Mail kites@outer-banks.com

For catalog send $1 to

JOE VAUGHAN
P.O. Box 276

Mifflinville, PA 18631
Phone or Fax:
(717) 759-3167

.·~ality craftsmanship
///'/<>',., :/

>~.;SuJ¥riorJlight characteristics

'96 c."ad PI,a~
Bloanfield Hills. MI ~n~~~~

(8 10) 745-5770
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WHAT'S NEW: BOOKS...Continued

plicated areas, many of the diagrams are too small and confusing to
be of much use, unless you already can accomplish the maneuvers.
And verbal descriptions do not always clarify things.

In the end, with or without this book it will take much trial-and
error experience to learn quad-line Hying. Of course, that is the best
way to learn to Hy any kite. -5. McK.

Book News & Forecasts

The list of gestating kite books is growing, and all but one is set
for spring delivery...
~ Longtime Oregon kiter Warren O. (Stormy) Weathers has fin

ished his JI1anuscript and illustrations are in progress on a book of
1/ ~/ . d H' k'nexpenslve, goo - ymg Ites ...
~ Meanwhile in London, England, Sarah Kent has written a kite

book and production is underway...
~ The popular 1992 British book Kites: A Practical Handbook by

Ron Moulton and Pat Lloyd, will be republished soon-not just
reprinted but revised, updated and expanded (more drawings) ...
~ The Drachen Foundation has obtained a publisher for a

book/catalog to accompany their projected exhibit ofJapanese kites
(see page 25). Four authors are contributing: Tsutomu Hirai,
Masaaki Modegi, Scott Skinner and Tal Streeter. The exhibit doesn't
open until May 1998, but the book is due out in 1997...
~ Sales of the kite aerial photography book by Michel Dusariez

and Geoffroy de Beauffort of Belgium are said to be good enough
to justify a second vOlume-"very much more important than the
first one," say the authors, who have begun working...

This just in:~ Ali nI'l Vento (Wings on the Wind) by Vanny
Pecchioli, illustrated by Marco Cartocci, is a nice Italian book

aimed at youngsters. Its 13 kite designs use paper and natural mate
rials. The book does not include any photographs, but the com
puter-generated illustrations are super clear and colorful. Except
for the name of the "Conyne 2," which we felt was off the mark,
this is one of the better books written for kids ...
~ The AKA's Art Committee has printed "The 1997 Great Kite

Coloring Calendar"-in black and white for you to color yourself.
It's $7.50 from the AKA store (c/o The Kite Studio, Wescosville, Penn
sylvania), and features kites of a dozen makers. We saw examples of
pages colored by some of the artists themselves and they looked great,
but in black and white the calendar loses something...
~ Want a big, exotic kite book in Spanish? You've got it: EI

\(undo de las Cometas (fhe World ofKites) by Dr. Luis Reinaldo
F<ellJ ntc P of Colombia. This 197-page hardcover is the first

• : ••<. II an intended larger work and deals with traditional
hill l. heir hi tory and especially their symbolism. Poems

are induded, t . Th color painting illustrations are very fine. The
price is $15 US, plus hippin (approxjmately $10). (Note: this book
\\'on't be carried in the Kite Lines Bookstore. Orders may be sent
to: Dr. Luis Reinaldo Escalante P., Calle 59, #10-20, Apto. 301,
Bogota, Colombia.)
~ The Kite Lines Bookstore has had the good fortune of find

ing a devious way to obtain copies of "The Bible," The Penguin Book
ofKites by David Pelham. No longer in print in the USA, this great
book may, we fear, be endangered even in England. -v.G.
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PRINCE FIBRE TECH, PO BOX 22,8250 AA DRONTEN, HOLLAND
TEL: 0031 321 316425 FAX: 0031321317576

Huge selection
of stunt kites.
Full color
photographs
and product
specifications.
Competitive
pnces.

VISIT THE STORE

GET SERIOUS

Over 200 different kites
50+ types of lines
50+ types of spars
Accessories, videos, & more....

15 minutes north of Disneyland.
Full service kite shop and catalog
outlet store.
Call for a FREE Catalog.

BFK Sports
2500 E. Imperial Hwy =122C
Brea, CA 92621
(714) 529-6589
FAX (714) 529-6152
email bfk@aol.com
BFK Las Vegas opening May '96

." .1.

GET THE CATALOG

,.
VISIT THE WEBSITE

WWW.BFKNET.COM
World's largest online kite catalog

Over 300 pages of
kites, parts, and accessories

For the kiteflier who wants the best
for a competitive price

Carbon and glass fibre rods: from 2 to 30 mm
Carbon tubes: Unidirectional Pull wOllnd

4x2 mm 5x3 mm
5x3 mm 6x4 mm

6x3.5 mm 8x6 mm
6x4 mm 1Ox8 mm
8x5 mm 12x9 mm

10x7 mm 6x4.7 mm
12x8 mm 8x6.7 mm

PRINCE FIBRE TECH
One of Europe's largest producers of carbon reinforced tubes

Established in 1980

• All tubes and rods available in any length at no extra cost!

• Our latest development: 6x4, 7 mm ultra lightweight tube
also available in any length!

• We present a ,,~de range of carbon and glass fibre tubes and
rods. In stock and directly available:
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At the Davis Art Center:
far left, Robert Trepanier's fighter
kites make faces from the wall.

the
Near left, Anne Kresge's book Air
Born replaces pages with kites.

museumCIRCUIT
"flying" on the walls in Davis, Haifa and Indianapolis

As objects ofart as well as flying fancy, kites
increasingly are taking "flight" indoors. Here
are reports on recent and forthcoming museum
exhibits, based on information supplied by
participants:

WindWorks
DAVIS ART CENTER GALLERY
DAVIS, CALIFORNIA
From: Stuart Allen

The first annual WindWorks exhibit and
festival turned heads skyward with a diverse
selection of work, from video and film instal
lations to kites. Funded with grants from the
Davis Arts Commission and the Drachen
Foundation, the May 15 through June 15
show was designed to celebrate artistic col
laboration with the wind. And celebrating
the exhibit, a kite festival was held in
Community Park adjacent to the Art Center
on Saturday, May 18.

Kites from a variety of acclaimed
American and international builders found
lofty homes within the high ceilings and
open spaces of the museum.

In the formal gallery, visitors saw kites
ranging from a complex mechanical crane
by Chen Zhao Ji (China) to video footage
and site-specific sculptural installations by
noted California sculptors Douglas Hollis
and Ned Kahn. Delicate cicada and wasp
kites from Masaaki Sato ofJapan hung along
side the wonderfully expressive faces of
Robert Trepanier's fighter kites.

Hung high overhead, where large win
dows cast their light, Scott Skinner's elabo
rate patterns made a cathedral-like effect.
Tom McAlister's miniature cellular creations
cast intricate shadows onto their pedestals,
while J.R. Tolman's tiny wood-block print
ed sails moved in the slightest current of air.
In a darkened corner of the gallery, a film
loop projected the slow-motion image of
white silk moving in the wind onto a tri
angular sail of lightweight polyester, a col
laboration between Chicago-based film
maker Bill Conlee and Stuart Allen.

Anne Kresge of New York bridged the
gap between printmaking and kite building
with her handmade book, Air Bom, in which
delicate rice paper and bamboo kites sub
stituted for pages.

The First Annual WindWorks Kite Festi
val, though modest by contemporary stan
dards, held moments of true beauty. Tolman
ran the kite building activities with mili
tary efficiency as his team (comprised large
ly of Art Center board members) facilitated
production of some 240 paper kimono kites
in a few short hours.

Perhaps most noteworthy was the pres-

Left, tiny box kites by Tom McAlister of
Richmond, California hang suspended in
the Davis Art Center.

ence of the animated Trepanier, from
Canada, who jumped at any opportunity to
fly and discuss his remarkable work.

Ron and Sandy Gibian made colorful
contributions, Anwar Kahn of Sacramento
participated in a memorable fighter battle
with Trepanier and the ever generous
Skinner hand-delivered a remarkable selec
tion of Chinese and Japanese kites for the
show.

From the good response to this year's
event, the Davis Center has already planned
WindWorks '97 (exhibit, May IS-July 3;
festival and workshops, May 16-19). The
exhibition will premiere Kites: Paper Wings
OverJapan, a collection ofJapanese kites and
prints curated by the Drachen Foundation.
Japanese kite chronicler Tal Streeter has also
been invited to participate. (Read on for
another event involving Streeter.) Visitors next
year will also have the opportunity to par
ticipate with Japanese builders in work
shops. Contact the Davis Art Center for
more information: 916-756-4100.

Kites: Paper Wings Over Japan is also
planned for exhibit at the Museum of Flight
in Seattle, May 3-December 3, 1998. -+-

StuartAllen, director ofthe Davis Art Center, is
an artist whose interest in contemporary land
scape art, literature and theory led him to an
exploration ofkites in his own artwork.
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Above,Yael Bat Adam's bird-bedecked delta, with a four-meter
wing span, flies at Bet Yanai Beach in Israel as a one-meter figure
tries to climb aboard. The lifelike line hanger was SCUlpted by
artist Daniel Abekasis.

exhibit of Calder's work at the Indianapolis
Children's Museum (running through the
end of 1996). And the Indianapolis Museum
of Art's CalderfestJubilee (September 13-29)
commissioned works and appearances by
kitemaker and kite author Tal Streeter.

Streeter was among five artists working in
wind- or movement-related media given
commissions for theJubilee. He mounted an
assemblage of his kites (some of which were
made for him by Roberto Guidori) for dis
play in the main hall of the museum.

And on September 15, Streeter flew kites
on the museum lawn with about 30 students
from the Herron School of Art of the
University of Indiana, where the kitemaker
conducted a workshop two weeks earlier.
The flying event featured more of Streeter's
kites along with those made by students
and teachers, induding Sanjo rokkakus and
a variety of imaginative forms, such as birds,
a chair and a ladder. Most were constructed
of paper and wood dowels.

A handful of members of the Hoosier
Kite Club also partidpated in the event, a few
of whom flew Chinese kites.

Unfortunately, light winds required long
launches and much running to get the kites
airborne. But Streeter reports the kite event
was an enjoyable experience that was well
attended by museum goers.

And he says he was attracted to the
Indianapolis event by the spirit of Calder's
work, finding both playfulness and flight
related elements in the distinctive, moving
mobiles. \l

Bret Waller is director of the Indianapolis
Museum ofAlt. TalStreetel; ofVerbank, Nf1\'
York, is a noted kite artist, sClilptor and
author. His newest book, A Kite Journey
Through India, !las just been published by
Weatherhill, New York.

Yael BatAdam is an Israeli artist and kitemaker
who runs the Flying Gallery, Doar Na Hefer. .

series with Chinese
letters.

He flies some of his
kites but noted, "They
are appredated as pop
ular craft creations and
there are collectors
from all over the
world who buy and
collect them."

He made a special
kite for the Tikotin
Museum display: a
bold red rokkaku, with
the word "peace" writ
ten on its face in
Hebrew, Japanese and
Arabic letters.

"It's the first time
I'm flying kites just for peace," he noted
although too little wind prevented the kite
from flying at the event.

Calderfest Jubilee
INDIANAPOLIS MUSEUM OF ART,
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA
From: Bret Waller and Tal Streeter

Kites found their way into a city-wide cele
bration of the works of sculptor Alexander
Calder (1898-1976), the Philadelphia-born
artist best known for constructing large and
colorful abstract mobiles.

Some 50 arts organizations staged
Calderfest events in connection with a major

Kites Mania
TIKOTIN MUSEUM
HAIFA, ISRAEL
From: Yael Bat Adam

This kite exhibition was held from July 18
through October 5 in the Tikotin Museum,
which opened in 1995 to present Japanese
art and craft in Israel.

Guest kitemaker Mikio Toki opened a
door to the beautiful and fascinating world
of Japanese kites. About 50 examples filled
the intimate space of one big and two small
exhibition rooms.

Toki also offered a master dass for 10
participants and together they produced
rokkaku kites from washi Oapanese hand
made paper), bamboo and traditional Ja
panese paints.

The artist carefully explained his meth
ods. "It takes at least a week to make a kite,"
he said. "First I paint the black. It takes a
while until it's fully dry. Then I paint the
gray, wait for it to dry, and continue from the
light to the dark colors waiting for them to
get dry." Red is painted last.

He uses bamboo only after it has dried for
two years. And he explained, "I decide
according to the kite which bamboo I'll use.
After the sail is fully decorated and dry, I
make the structure."

Toki, who was born in 1950, learned
kitemaking from the artist Katsuhisa Ota
(1902-1989). He said he is the only kite
artist in Tokyo today. He has added to the
traditional Japanese forms a few new designs,
induding a painted figure of sumo wrestling
champion Yokozuna Takanohana and a

Left, kitemaker Mikio Toki displays his "peace" rokkaku. The letters spell the
word in Hebrew, Japanese and Arabic. He also created an original portrait of
celebrity sumo wrestler Yokozuna Takanohana, on the kite at right.
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Carlisle
Kiteworks

809 Factory St., Carlisle, PA 17013
717-243-7913 fax 717-249-5085
send $1.00 for our complete catalog

WHOLESALE ONLY

Direct import
Inquiries welcome

Buy direct from importer Indian wooden spools (teak wood)
with twisted nylon iine 20 Ibs test/SOO ft

SOC; PER SPOOL (t ()() minimum Reg $1.50 each)

One promotion of 100 pieces per customer
Prepaid (no shipping charges) or CODs only

Also inquire about 30- and 50-lb test lines on wooden
spools and fighter j<ites made of tisue paper or mylar

Birds OfPIqy
Great election - Great Price - Call today!

H Q. - _' Delights Kites - MLD - AirMaster
New Tech Sp:Jrts - Aerodrone - Gomberg - Cobra
Matheson - Sky Burner - Quadri-FoiJ - Dyna Kites

~~A~-M~-~~~ ~ I

Single line, Dual Line and Quad Line kites for fiumly fun ~'" ~ II

~\.o
70231 Beach Dr. Edwardsburg, MI 49112 e-Gi- 0 ~.t""'--' j

616·663·2833 • birdofplay@aol.com (,\\' ,w
http://members.aOl.com~~~~ofpla VISA -_M_A_ST_E~_H_A~GE~~C_O_VE_R .<

INDIA BANGLADESH IMPORTS
939 South 48th St, Ste 216
Tempe. AZ 8S281
Tel (602)829-7712/ Fax (602)829-7334 Contact: Atul Aggarwai
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bag contained the kite. The same framing
system was used but the tubular metal spars
were thinner.

No Time to Lose
We learned of the surviving kites from
Lambert on May 13, and government orders
were to destroy the "peculiar items" by
June 14, 1996. Fortunately, he provided a
telephone contact to find out what could be
done.

Judith Barrington, at the Defense Reuti
lization and Marketing Office, told me that
thousands of worn or outdated items are sys
tematically destroyed by the military all the
time. Newer systems of rescue (such as the
GPS, or global positioning system) made
the old kite outfits obsolete.

How could we save these artifacts?
"Write us a letter," Barrington said. "I'll

put a 'DMIL Challenge' on it." But she
warned, "It won't necessarily make a differ
ence. It just allows them to consider."

I immediately wrote a superponderous
letter attesting to the extreme interest of
collectors in Gibson Girl box kite outfits. I
tossed around names of kite museums with
abandon and protested the destruction of
these historically important kites.

On May 22, Mrs. Barrington called to
say the kites were being held in a secure

triting owes the discovery of some By Valerie Govig
"new threads of its history to a soft-

spoken enthusiast in Chesapeake,
Virginia: Melvin Lambert.

Unknown to kitefliers, 18 Gibson
Girl box kites had been stored in a mil
itary warehouse in Portsmouth, Vir
ginia. They were classified as a "peculiar
item" and coded "DMIL-D" - for
destruction, the Defense Department
equivalent of death row!

History refresher course: The Gibson
Girl was part of the lifeboat survival
kit in World War II. The kite greatly
improved one's rescue chances, for it
lifted not only itself as a highly visible
signal, but its line also served as an
aerial. An hour-glass-shaped radio trans
mitter (thus the name "Gibson Girl") fit
between the knees and was cranked to
put out SOS signals. (For calm days, a
balloon with hydrogen generator pro
vided an alternate lift source.)

The kite itself was built with a unique
umbrella-like opening system using tubular
steel spars to brace the fabric cells. The gold
colored fabric was lightweight but tightly
woven cotton. (A model long owned by
Kite Lines has survived more than 20 years
in hardship storage conditions.) Instructions
for assembly and use were printed directly
on the fabric cells. A matching gold-col
ored drawstring bag, its contents printed
outside, compactly held the complete out
fit: kite, line, reel, balloon, hydrogen gen
erator and transmitter.

We are most familiar with models made
for the U.S. military (and distributed after the
war through surplus stores), but we know
that similar outfits were made and used in
Britain and other European countries.

Only now have we learned that these
kites are still in existence on U.S. ships-and
that new and changed models of them were
made, perhaps as late as the 1970s. These
newer outfits included balloons using heli
um rather than hydrogen, and kites that
lofted an antenna, replacing the line itself as
an aerial. Also, several components were
replaced with plastic: The covering was inter
national orange plastic instead of gold cot
ton, the instructions were printed on a plas
tic sheet instead of the kite's cover, and a
capped clear plastic tube rather than a cloth
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Left, Melvin Lambert in the
Kite Lines office holds two grand old
lady Gibson Girls, the older cloth
version on the left and the flashy
plastic model on the right.
Above, the plastic Gibson Girl takes
off over the field.

area pending the final dedsion, which
came on August 8. "The DMIL was

changed," she said. "The kites will go on auc
tion on September 26 in a separate building."
Inspection would be at the storage facility
September 23-25.

Once again, there was not much time. I
made calls to everyone in the region who I
thought might care about these kites, but
few could get to a midweek auction, espe
cially one for which inspection was at a
separate time and place. Only a handful of
kiters showed up, Kite Lines Associate Editor
Leonard Conover among them. Virginians
Charles Dunton of Yorktown and Lambert
were others.

The Bidding Begins
Bids ran from $10 to $35. Conover dropped
out when he learned the kites were not all
the same. Some were heavier plastic, some
lighter (one was nylon), some were in good
condition, some poor. He had inspected
only one kite in advance and assumed all
were alike. Dunton and Lambert had cata
loged the offerings and knew which ones to
bid on; they ended up with many of the
kites. None were complete outfits, however,
for the balloons, generators, radios and reels
had been destroyed. Truly avid collectors
would be frustrated.

Lambert was certainly the right person in
the right place at the right time, and the kite



community can be grateful to him. But
Lambert is grateful to his wife, Susan, for it
was she who saw the stored kites while driv
ing to her job with the Navy. She recog
nized them from what she had learned
about kites with Melvin.

Her husband had been a kiteflier for
about 10 years, starting with a Peter Powell
stunter he flew on a fishing trip to Kill Devil
Hills, North Carolina. He advanced to big
single-line designs. "I liked to stake them
down and watch them walking around,"
he says. "Then I started to get into books and
Kite Lines, then older kites."

Lambert can talk for hours about his
research and the rare specimens he's col
lected. "The prize of what I have here," he
says, "is a Jalbert parasled, 14 feet square,
designed for radio control to bring space
capsules back to earth. And-are you ready
for this?-it has 64 keels. It has a flapper
valve that snaps shut to hold air until the
next breeze comes along. The bottom sec
tions were connected to a mechanical box
so you could steer it..."

One day not long after the auction a
package arrived from Lambert at the Kite
Lines office: one of the plastic Gibson Girls!
We studied it and compared it to our older
cloth model.

'LoonDance'
n \\ rokkaku from...

Horeal Kites
R.R. #4, St. Thomas, OnL Canada

N5P 3S8
Voice: (519)775-2527
Fax: (519)775-0099

E-mail: ecurtis@icis.on.ca

Oddly enough,
the plastic version is
smaller by 12 inches
in girth (three inches
on each side) but
heavier than the cloth
one, by one ounce. Its
assembly is more-or
less the same; the
umbrella-like spar
tensioning system is
a near-copy of its
elder's. Instead of the
kapok pillows in the original for flotation,
this kite has strips of plastic foam glued
inside the sail next to the spar.

Overall, its appearance seems flimsy and
certainly lacking in the character of the
World War II veteran, but we surmised that
these kites were not intended to last for
more than one rescue anyway. Besides, one
never feels cheated to have any unusual old
kite built to have genuine utility.

We flew it one day for a few minutes,
enough to assure ourselves it was a decent
flier. (It was.) Then we set it aside in the
office. One evening Melvin Lambert came
by for a mutual thank-you occasion and
we talked a long time about the different
ways and places we thought these kites were

Left, the plastic Gibson Girl after a
few days in the Kite Lines office.

used. We speculated there could be
hundreds more yet to come back to
Virginia for other auctions-or
there could be very few remaining,
perhaps even none.

We left the kite assembled in
our hallway. After about a week
we were dismayed to see the sail of
one corner start to peel away from
the spar. Soon, the other sections

came off, too. This plastic version of the
revered old Gibson Girl was disintegrat
ing before our very eyes!

We have reached a few conclusions from
this episode:

1. "Newer" Gibson Girls mayor may
not be rarities. We cannot determine their
value because their number is unknown.

2. All Gibson Girls, new and old, were
built for a real purpose, which some proba
bly fulfilled: saving human lives.

3. "Newer" Gibson Girls are apt to be
very fragile and challenging to a curator or
collector.

4. It's a good thing for the kite commu
nity that Melvin and Susan Lambert kept
their eyes open last spring. \f
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~ '" time> with 'nd time> with
out. Whatever money and energy are put
into the organization of a big kite festival,
only sunshine and favorable winds can
make the event a success. After a wonder
ful festival in 1990, a wet 1992, and a stormy
1994, the gods of meteorology blessed
Dieppe again in 1996.

Gods of the European Economic Com
munity also helped, swelling the event's bud
get to 3.5 million French francs ($700,000)
through a unique subsidy. This enabled

Article &Photographs
by Pierre Fabre

happy director Max Gaillard to invite more
kitefliers than ever.

Yet not just the number but the quality
and expertise of these kitefliers turned this
gathering, with its huge crowd of specta
tors, into one of the best kite festivals-if
not the best-in the Western World.

The concentration and variety of inno
vative designs and creative art kites, as well
as splendid traditional kites, were higher in
Dieppe than anywhere else. At times, the
kite fields that embraced the entire seafront
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Above, polar bears by AI""
Barsalou of Canada stand out
against a dark cloud. Below, new
forms of expression from two
established kiters: Left, writing,
abstract and figurative symbols
adorn a kite by Steve Brockett of
Wales; right, from the U.S., one of
George Peters' divers transforms
the sky Into an ocean of blue.

Blrdsl Philippe Gomard of France loves
them. He spreads the wings of his real
Istic raptor, made of smoked goose
feathers glued to the sail of a souvenir
kite from Ball. Gomard's birds are sim
ply made but fly wetl; some even flap
their wings. Inset, an elegant single
line bird by Frenchman Ramlal Tlem
performs as many maneuvers as a
fighter kite.

Dieppe'8 matchless variety of creetive
designs is shown two examples of
ring kite8.1eft, developed independently.
Directly left is the innovative design of
Ton Oostveen and Helmut SChiefer of
The Netherlands, which drew sponta

neous apptause when it was revealed.
A brilliant single-line kite that grew
from an earlier cyIIndrtcaI design, it
is made of nylon, measures 7% feet
in diameter and two feet deep and
is framed only by a thhtflberglass
rod inside the leading edge. Wind
pressure alone tonne the ring,
because of the slightly narrower

trailing edge. Below left, MicheI-MarIe
Bougard of France finishes assem-

bling his version of a flying circle.
Directly below, he displays his uniquely
vented kite. Bougard Is pert of Lee Alles
du D68ir sport kite team.
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A total of 120 kitefliers came
to Dieppe from the following

30 countries:

* Italy
*Japan
* Korea
*Malaysia
*Martinque
*Nepal
* Netherlands
*New Zealand
*Singapore
* Spain
*Sweden
* Switzerland
*Thailand
*United States
*Wales

Countries
Represented at

Dieppe 1996

*Australia
*Austria
* Belgium
*Brazil
*Cambodia
*Canada
*China
* Colombia
*Cuba
* England
*France
* Germany
* India
* Indonesia
* Israel

Nepal was another new country with an
ancient kite tradition represented this year.
A most likeable and light-hearted group
from Sweden came as a third new delega
tion-they showed how humor and intel
ligence can produce the most clever kites
and Austria was a final new country this
year, with three kitefliers from Vienna.

Many other kitefliers had the opportunity
to join or form new delegations from coun
tries previously represented.

The Chinese delegation, for example,
was formed largely of first time attendees.
They included a Mr. Pan, from Weifang,
one of the best master craftsmen of dragon

centipedes, and representatives from
Nantong, who brought some of their

Welcoming Newcomers
Kitefliers from Cuba, Guatemala and even
Peru were originally expected to be new
Latin America delegations this year. But
because of difficult communications and
travel organization, only the Cubans made
it to Dieppe. They offered traditional kite
enthusiasts a unique opportunity to learn
about the island nation's papalote.

could barely offer enough space to prevent
kites entangling. (Needless to say, Peter Lynn
and his giant inflatables were happy in a re
served arena all by themselves.)

Yes,they're~~ •........IId.....,..~_PnlRCentncl
_11I.....-.showill.~"De
IIonIamal's originally shaped sIMII::*Pfane
kites have become-so~ he _ his fob to
become a full-tlme1citemak8'. FaFright,
Brazilian mOlloplane by Max de Fan.eca
c.doso of BrazIl,~ 8OlU8w11h a larger
Eric de Montamal aircraft, modeled after the
fBmous BIeriot, first heavIar-tfIaIMIr ma:hIne
to fly the English Ch88fteL,---. Roland
SchoonIs or••__ bathed In reIIec-
lion of his IaceoIIke multicellular kite.



IIprofessionals" & IIAmateurs"
&Complaints

now famous whistling kites. Former delegate
Li Ruo Xin from Beijing returned with his
fabulous bird kites.

World Kite Fighting Event
Manjha Club International, the fast growing
fighter kite club based in France, organized
a contest in which fighters of diverse origins
could compete using their native cutting
line. An impressive number of fliers from
among the club's 250 members in 12 COUll

tries attended this world's first.
Flying Indonesian fighter kites, Rene

Decalonne of The Netherlands won over
fighters from France, Brazil, Korea, India
and Japan. Abbas Shahzaday of the Golden
Kite Club in India was second.

What is the point of having totally dif
ferent kites, with varying performance char

acteristics, fighting
each other? Such
mixed fighting,
similar to battles
previously held in
Korean interna-.
tional festivals, rep
resents a friendly
challenge-and a
great party.

Just for show,
a fight flight was
also organized,
with 60 Nagasaki
style fighters tak-

ing the sky, on cutting
line, at one time. About 40 kites also entered
the rokkaku challenge, which was won by
Tony Cartwright from England.

Winners in the kite competition were
offered their choice of a trip to an inter
national kite festival in one of five coun
tries: Indonesia, Italy, Japan, Malaysia or
Thailand.

Lucky recipients included Philippe
Cottenceau of France, Claire and Danilo

Gubian of Switzerland, Frits
Jansma of The Netherlands, Ton
Oostveen of The Netherlands and
Robert Walkenburgh, also from The
Netherlands.

A junior competition was also
held for kitemakers under 18.
Jonathan Huffstviler won from
among seven entrants, for his win
dow kite with long curtains.

An Impressive Competition
Dieppe's kite competition, for creative and
artistic qualities, has become a major event
in itself. This year's theme, "Transparency
and Colors," inspired an unprecedented
number of original creations.

Although only half the registered entrants
showed up, the jury still had more than
100 remarkable kites to appreciate while
deciding upon the five lucky winners. The
awards-trips to kite festivals in Malaysia,
Japan, Indonesia, Thailand and Italy-went
to two fliers in the experienced or profes
sional category and three in the amateur
category.

Unlike most kite design competitions
held in the United States, inventiveness,
originality, elegance and artistic qualities
made for 99% of the judgement, while pre
asion in craftsmanship was not really taken
into account. As long as the kite is nice,
interesting and actually flies, who cares if the
stitches are not quite straight?

Anticipating 1998
Once again Dieppe confirmed its reputa
tion as the leading kite festival in Europe.
Although the next event will not benefit
from a budget comparable to this year's-the
exceptional European funding cannot be
repeated--Gaillard and his team still plan to
better this, their best festival. New ideas, or
even a totally new formula for the event, will
no doubt maintain Dieppe as a popular cul
tural event for the widest audiences and
the leading world gathering place of kites.

Some participants complained the
distinction between professional and
amateur categories was not clear-a valid
criticism to be addressed in the future.

The professional category included
full- or part-time kitemakers, kite shop
owners, kite workshop leaders and all
official guests, even if they are amateurs.

The amateur category included every
one else, including some obViously
expert kitefliers, such as Ton Oost\'een of
The Netherlands, who came at hi own
expense.

Perhaps "Expert" and - _-O\ice" cate
gories would be better. But someone still
has to decide who fits where, and there
would no doubt be complaints. -P.P.
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John Loy displays the hexagonal wind tunnel he built at his home in Bartlesville,
Oklahoma, to study the aerodynamic forces involved in flying different kite forms.

In 1996 Aeolus Press published The Tao of
Kiteflying: The Dynamics ofTethered Flight,
by Harm van Veen. Here is another exploration
ofthe prindples ofkite flight.

BY THE YEAR 2000. we should acquire
a sound understanding of why kites fly-or
don't. It's about time. We've had 100 years
to think about it, but the outcome thus far
has mostly been an imposing pile of specu
lation and nonsense. Let's start over.

What does the airstream look like?
Good question. Air is transparent, so we
can't see what the airstream is doing up
there where the kite is flying. Hundreds of
tests with visible smoke filaments and pho
tographs in a wind tunnel show clearly the
nature of the airflow for many different for
mats of sails and kites. (My article on box
kites in Kiting, January 1988, shows two
illustrations of airflow around box cells. My
article on sleds in Kite Lines, Summer 1989,
illustrated the flow on this kind of sail.)

Fig. 1 is a rough sketch of a side view of
the streamlines on a kite sail along the cen
ter. Actually, flow is three-dimensional
because some of the airstream flows around
the sides of the kite, adding to the turbulence
on the lee surface. Pressure on the windward
surface is normally at a peak just aft of the
leading edge. The airstream bends in getting
around this obstacle, the kite.

Where is the center of balance?
The center of balance of wind force on a kite
(commonly known as center of pressure,
or CP), is forward of the center of area. This
is clear from Fig. 1 (and from experience). In
a brisk wind, the weight of a kite becomes a
minor vector, acting from the center of grav
ity of the construction. We can think of the
towing point as being essentially congruent
with the CPo

Now, a remarkably useful phenomenon
occurs with the CP, which enables single-line
kites to fly right: The CP moves, in what I call
migration of the CPo The shallower the atti
tude of the sail, the more forward the CP lies,
and vice versa. (Many kitefliers say "angle of
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attack" instead of "attitude," but, because
they are tethered, kites don't attack the
wind. Rather, they obstruct the wind, which
therefore could be said to attack the kites.)

Readers who have forgotten their 8th
grade geometry may not immediately grasp
Fig. 2. The graph must be understood if the
relationship between kite behavior and tow
ing point is to be comprehended. Think of
comparative areas, not linear dimensions.
The criterion for determining the towing
point for essentially all single-line kites is the
area forward of the towing point compared
to the total area of the sail. For convenience

and clarity, I symbolize the forward portion
as Atp and the total area as A. Naturally,
different forms of sails will exhibit different
quantitative relationships of attitude, or
angle of attack, versus AtplA, but the prin
ciple is universal. If a bridle is used, assume
that the reaction to the wind force is per
pendicular to the kite surface. \ \'ith lu . we
may eliminate the nonsense on bridling that
still appears occasionally in the literature.

As one example, suppose you are con
structing a sled and want it to fly at 30
degrees, a good angle for this kind of kite in
scruffy wind. Read 30 degrees on the attitude



scale of Fig.2. Follow the line across to the
curve for sleds, then down to the horizon
tal, or AtpiA scale. It tells you to cut the lat
erals for a towing point such that 0.32 of the
area of the sail is forward of the towing
point. The towing point (tp) for sleds is
fixed by the tips of the laterals and an
imaginary line between them. No prob
lem.

The point here is that there is rea
sonable latitude for where you set the
tp. You probably already know this.
The reason is that the center of pressure
(CP) moves to accommodate. Aproperly
constructed single-line kite is on autopi
lot. The attitude, center of pressure,
and towing point are interdependent.
In my opinion, the ability of a single
line kite to fly reliably in a scruffy wind
is a remarkable phenomenon. It does so
because of the inherent autopilot, the
cooperative migration of the CP.

Box kites conform to the general
principles. However, a towing point is
not so easy to estimate because they
normally have two or more sails (or
cells). The trial-and-error method in
the field is necessary.

What is pitch control?
That is in essence what I have just dis
cussed, and it is critical. Yet through a
legacy of centuries it has been attained
through trial-and-error experience.
Within reach of where I am sitting, a
shelf contains more than 20 books on
kites. Not one recognizes nor even
hints at pitch control or the reasons for
it. How can that be? In my case, I
wasn't smart enough to figure it out
correctly until undertaking scientific
test methods. Evidently, I am not alone.

What about center of gravity?
Many years ago one of the dumb
things I did was acquire a mindset on
getting the center of gravity well aft of
the towing point. In fact, this technique can
often stabilize inherently unstable forms. I
made a lot of those.

There are at least three disadvantages:
more difficult to launch in

droops.
be steeper than desir-

able for acme-; . . urn height on a
giwn length of fi}ing line.

3. If the wind velocity increases so
that the weight and location of the cg
are not significant, the kite rna misbe
have. Wind force varies precisely as '12. A
kite that lofts, say, at 4 mph will
encounter six times as much wind force

in a wind of 10 mph. The weight and its
lever arm (distance between tp and cg)
become an insignificant vector.

A yaw is the bane of kitedom. If the cg
is too close to the tp, a kite is more vul
nerable to yaw because if it is drooping a

bit in relatively low wind, and the wind
is irregular, the CP may have migrated
aft of the towing point momentarily. If
the latter, the kite may instantly yaw 180
degrees and spin, loop or dive. This can
even happen to a delta, one of the best of
all kites.

I cannot be more quantitative because
the problem is a matter of your particular
kite and wind conditions. A quite different
source of yaw, which I presume most kite
fliers understand, is a wind so strong that
the spine bends slightly concave, toward the
wind. This tends to be instantly fatal. The
CP has moved well aft of the tp.

Are you a Doubting Thomas?
Healthy skepticism is good for us. Any rea
sonably experienced kiteflier can easily
prove the propositions I have set forth. For
instance, moor the flying line of a delta,
walk off to one side (preferably with binoc

ulars), and study the position of the
longerons and the vertical angle
between longerons and spine. In a
wind above, say, 7 mph you likely can
perceive a pitching motion of the spine.

Walk well to the rear and examine
the trailing edge, including the areas
immediately inboard of the longerons.
You likely will see some luffing (flut
tering) of the trailing edge. Obviously,
therefore, the airstream is essentially
parallel to the surface of the sail at the
stern. The net lift is zero. (If it were
significant the kite would nose over
and dive.) There must be quite a gra
dient from relatively high pressure at
the nose to zero at the stern.

Similarly, moor a flying sled and
examine from the side the pitching
oscillations. In smooth wind, oscilla
tions may not be more than plus or
minus 2.0 degrees on either side of the
towing point, but will be rapid because
a sled doesn't have much inertia.

I reemphasize that it would be
next to impossible to find a satisfacto
ry towing point if the center of pressure
were fixed and not in cooperative
movement. (Editor's note: Some kites
can be bridled to fly well with a CP
travel that is very small or even some
what destabilizing.)

What is the last word?
If you happen to be in a group discus
sion of kites and someone is prattling
about the "Bernoulli theorem," "Rey
nold's number," "chaos," and such,
your correct response is: "baloney."
Brilliant minds conceived those con-
cepts, but in contexts vastly different

from that of kites.
I have avoided using terms that might

sound snobbish to first-time, inexperienced
kiters, but the appropriate term for describ
ing kite behavior is "dynamic equilibrium."
Use it with confidence. ?

JOHN LOY is a retired executive of Phillips
Petroleum Co. He was well known in kiting in
Japan during his 16 years in Asia. In search of
sound knowledge on the aerodynamics ofkites,
he constructed a wind tunnel in which he has
tested many different kite forms.
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Women in traditional
Korean costumes

lead off the opening
ceremony parade,

carrying signs show
ing the countries

participating. The
six-sided dragon

face kite in the cen
ter, carried by mem

bers of the Taipei
Kite Association, has
eyes that spin in the

wind. The parade
begins on a bridge

spanning the
Kapchon River.

0\ 'o ~

United~ingdo~
----:-=-

Netherla

Article by Steve McKerrow / Photographs by Debbie Rosen McKerrow

"Hellof" "Hellof"
"How are youT "Hellof"

Listen to the sounds of the '96 Korea In
ternational Kite Festival!

The English-lesson words came tenta
tively, shyly, sometimes boldly from dozens,
scores, no, hundreds of school children in
neat uniforms, for whom the Saturday
morning opening of the event was appar
entlya classroom assignment. They flooded
the Kapchon Riverside festival site in Expo
Science Park in Taejon, an industrial/resort
city nestled in flat land ringed by low moun
tains, about ISO miles south of Seoul.

'>,tcrn guests at the March 16-17 fes-
mit c r tars, signing autographs,
posing for pI and conducting inter-
\iews for school papers land the profes
sional Korean media), all amid the swirl of
upening ceremonies featurin traditional
Korean dance and music. Temperatures in
the 40s and skies that foretold rain did
nothing to diminish the pomp of the offi
cial ceremonies and the festival spirit of
Taejon citizens.

Organizers assigned foreign guests a per
sonal guide/translator from the Korean
National Tourism Organization (KNTO)-a
/Icaddy,/1 as described by festival chairman
Sung-il Lee. He attributed many organizing
details to advice from Pierre Fabre of France
(who brought several kites, including his
Nuclear Mackerel) and Masaaki Modegi,
president of the Japan Kite Association (who
missed the festival due to illness). In the
end, the festival drew about 130 registered
participants-just about equalling the 35
KNTO staff members and 100 eager young
volunteers who ran the show.

"This is great. I've never been to a festi
val where I had a personal assistant," said
enthused kitemaker Ton Geers of The
Netherlands, who struggled in Sunday's
moderate winds to launch his big rectan
gular kite evocative of art deco painting.

American stunt kiters Chris Moore and
George Deikman, of Kansas City, Mis
souri, were barely allowed elbow room
as they flew a crisp routine Saturday in the
Expo Park plaza, spinning their deltas
over a neck-craning crowd of hundreds.

Shortly afterward, curious kids pressing
close on the free flying field accidentally
stepped on the spine of my Japanese Bee
fighter kite (by America's Stan Swanson) as
I knelt to adjust the bridle. I moved to a table
under a canvas awning to splint the spar, but
they crowded around in such numbers I
literally could not free my hands to work.

/IHello! Hello! How are you? Hello!/1
So the broken kite went into a bag, a

Sensei fighter (by America's Gary Smith)
came out and I waded back through the
crowd to find clear air. For IS minutes the
kite flew like an organic extension of a
dump of happy children-and I received the
compliment of a kiteflying lifetime, as a
passing member of the Japan Kite Associa
tion eyed the dancing fighter and gave me
a thumbs-up sign and a smile.

Land of the Morning Calm
Previously held in Seoul, the Korea Kite
Festival relocated this year to Taejon, site
of the 1993 Taejon Expo World Tech
nology Fair and now maintained as a
Disneyesque amusement park.
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A father picks out a kite
for his little girl, from one

of a half-dozen vendors
who sold traditional and

modern kites in the "Kite
Village" pavilion set up at

the Expo park.

The fighter team from Hong Kong-a flier
squats to manipulate his twin-handled reel
on his thighs, rolling it up and back to
achieve astonishing maneuverability.
Behind him another flier shows another way
they hold the reel.

Many visitors brought their own kites
too, and the result was a sky perpetually
filled with kites-both on the designated
flying fields along the river and in the
expanSive parking lots of the Expo park.
For example, in one lot, an elderly man
sent up a train of at least 40 small dia
mond kites and followed them with a
half dozen life-size human figures, paint
ed on tattered paper and carefully unfold
ed from the back of a minivan.

Getting There is Part of It
My wife Debbie and I were on our first trip
to an international kite festival. The event for
us began on Friday, in a three-hour transit
from the KNTO offices in downtown Seoul
to Taejon. We boarded a bus crammed with
happy members of the Japan Kite Asso
ciation, who had landed that afternoon at
K'impo Airport where, incidentally, the
international arrivals baggage area is deco
rated on one wall with traditional Korean
fighter kites.

With a mix of sign language and broken
English, one gentleman asked if we-the
only Westerners on the bus-were also kite
fliers involved in the festival. Our acknowl
edgement drew claps and handshakes. A
man seated across the aisle tugged at my arm
and asked if Debbie and I were married (as
translated by his seatrnate).

I said yes, and he-Koseki Akira, who
headed the Japan delegation-ceremonially
presented Debbie a gift: a rniniature Korean
fighter he had made, with a heart-shaped
hole in the center. Of thin paper with a sin
gle bamboo spar down the centerline, the
kite measured just 3Y, by 4Yz inches, not
counting twin tails of transparent plastic.
Debbie would symbolically cement the
international gesture by flying the gift two

A Korean team flier prepares for a
duel with his six-pronged reel.

with tape, then Pllnching holes to tie on a
two-legged bridle. How many visitors to an
American kite festival would have the
patience for such an involved assembly?

But the kites flew splendidly, taking a
high angle and easily weathering the sudden
gusts of Saturday afternoon, whistling down

river ahead of a storm front. (Steady rain
would finally arrive at about 4 pm but,
thankfully, wear itself out overnight. Sunday
was cloudy and cool, but with clean, mod
erate winds.)

A half dozen local vendors sold kites in
the pavilion designated as a Kite Village.
Included were many traditional center
holed, paper Korean fighters, some elabo
rately painted and others bearing the strik
ing red-and-blue yin/yang symbol that
adorns the Korean flag. The cost ranged
from 4,000 won (about $5) to 15,000 won
($18). The distinctive wooden reels of Korea,
spooled with a fine and colorful linen line,
sold from 10,000 won ($12) to 20,000 won
($26). Also selling briskly were plastic deltas,
Mylar Koreans and an entry-level plastic
two-line delta stunter.

Lee listed this festival with the 1986
Asian Games, the 1988 Olympic Summer
Games in Seoul, the Taejon Expo and the bid
to host the World Cup soccer tournament in
2002 as principal events in the nation's
strong efforts to attract more foreign visitors
to Korea. (The soccer tourney was subse
quently awarded jointly
to Korea and Japan.)
Invited kite guests repre
sented 16 countries this
year, compared to five
countries in 1994.

Earlier in the week,
officials at KNTO head
quarters in Seoul showed
us a promotional video
aimed at Western tour
ists, promising that "Korea
is waiting for you with a
welcoming smile and a
warm heart." Our week
in Seoul and Taejon cer
tainly raised no argu
ment with that senti
ment. We wished we had
more time to spend in a
country whose name
means "high and clear"
and which is often called
"Land of the Morning Calm."

Enthusiasm, appreciation and participa
tion were the watchwords at the kite festival.
Local visitors showed appreciation for the
spectacular kites of the visitors, which includ
ed among many others: New Zealander
Peter Lynn's giant Trilobite and Octopus,
German ]Urgen Ebbinghaus' stunting frog,
Italian Silvio Maccherozzi's multicelled star,
Australian Michael Alvares' bright boxes
and American Carl Crowell's undulating
arch of small diamond kites.

But everyone seemed to be flying kites.
"Kite flying has been a part of Korean

life since the days of the Three Kingdoms
(57 BC-AD 668). It has been passed down
from generation to generation as a game
embodying the Korean spirit. It has also
been used over the years as a tool during
wartime and as a traditional means of 'fly_
ing away' bad luck," wrote Taejon Mayor
Sun-Kee Hong in the festival program.

The festival was timed to the first full
moon of the lunar year, a traditional kite
flying period. And the free event offered
giveaway kites to visitors: a traditional Asian
square (about 12 inches a side) made of
Tyvek-like paper bearing the festival's logo,
flown with wing streamers and a long plas
tic tail. After patiently standing in long lines
to receive their kites, parents and kids squat
ted everywhere, affixing spars and streamers
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weeks later in Washington, D.C. at the
30th Annual Smithsonian Kite Festival.

Incidentally, bus rides on freeways in
Korea are not that different than in the
United States: bumper-to-bumper traffic
leaving the city and, 90 minutes into the
trip, a pit stop at a rest area beside the lim
ited-access roadway. The differences: On
the New Jersey Turnpike the toilets are not
ceramic orifices flush with the floor, and
you can't get boiled noodles and crunchy
rice cakes from sidewalk vendors, nor barley
tea (along with Coke or Pepsi) in the coin
operated drink machines.

Also seated near us on the bus, attired
neatly in a suit and tie but
wearing a baseball cap
adorned with kite pins, was
the legendary figure of
Korean kiteflying, Yoo Sang
Roe, the 93-year-old chair
man of the Korean Folk Kite
Preservation Association. I
had the unexpected honor
of serving with him on the
judging panel for the
Creative Kite Competition,
and left Taejon with a pair of
treasured fighter kites bear
ing his Signature (which I

But politics had no place on the flying
fields, where the energetic Taipei Kite
Association, from Taiwan's capital city, flew
a variety of impressive kites.

We also learned from our Korean guide
that Korea and Japan were at that time still
competing sharply for the 2002 World
Cup soccer tournament. Further, a visit to
the Korean National Museum in Seoul
revealed the depth of the long animosity
between those two nations.

But in Taejon, Koreans and Japanese
engaged in conflict only in the sky with
kites. What's more, also participating in the
kite fighting tournament was a well-orga-

bearing the hopeful words "World Without
War" and adorned with fresh flowers.

Korean fliers on both days sent up an
impressive train of figure kites that includ
ed a half-dozen in the shape of vegetables,
followed by the structure of a hut, with two
seated people apparently dining, From it
flew a banner of Korean sCript reading: "The
body and the Earth are one."

Kyung-Ha Lee, executive vice president
of the KNTO, provided the translation. He
explained the banner emphasized the
wholesome benefits of people eating their
native foods-such as Koreans eating
Korean products. Was this perhaps a subtle
retort to the invasion of McDonald's, Pizza
Hut, Popeyes and Baskin-Robbins outlets we
sawall over Seoul and Taejon?

Lee also explained the multiple dishes of
the traditional Korean meal that highlight
ed Saturday night's banquet, sponsored by
the mayor of Taejon. Served in an array of
small bowls, the meal included the spicy
kimchee (pickled cabbage) and other high-

Left, a local family assembles the free paper
diamond kite. This wasn't so easy a job-it
required much taping of spars and attach
ing of tail, wing streamers and bridle. But
they all flew well.

The giant Octopus of New Zealander Peter
Lynn had a difficult festival. First it crashed
into the Kapchon River, and here it's pic
tured back in the air, lifted from the water. In
the background is the Taejon skyline where
buildings are decorated with murals. The
next day the tentacled beast came down on
top of a beautiful train of long-tailed kites.

also would fly at the Smithsonian festival in
Washington). His vigor and delight in the
kite-filled skies was infectious.

A study in contrast: A local boy carries his small, simple plastic kite past Silvio
Maccherozzi's complex multicellular construction.

Politics but Veggies
The modem, . Ill- tyle Riviera Hotel in
the Yusong Resort area of Taejon-famous
for its natural healing h spr1n :s-served as
f ti\'al headquarters. On cable tele\ision
we watched Chinese naval manem'ers off
the shores of Taiwan, and in the English-lan
guage Korea Times read more news of the
threat of war between the Communist main
land and the off-shore Republic of China,

nized Chinese team from Hong Kong, the
British protectorate soon to return to
Chinese control.

The only remotely political messages
found on the flying fields were these:

Extroverted kitemaker Prinya Sukchid of
Thailand-he calls himself "Superman,"
dressing the part in red and blue tights
complete with cape-tried to keep aloft a
large kite in the shape of a military tank,

ly seasoned vegetable dishes, jellyfish,
assorted raw fish, the tangy broiled beef
dish bulgogi, stewed beef ribs, stewed eel,
rice, beef soup and fresh fruit.

After dinner, the kite auction conducted
by a young man identified as Korea's lead
ing standup comic was upstaged by Michael
Alvares and Peter Lynn singing a duet of
"Waltzing Matilda" and a demonstration by
Mr. Sukchid-now arrayed in a spiffy white
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Two Japanese kitefliers prepare their
"tahara" fighters. Note the corner-to
corner cross sticks, a bowed spar at

the top and the bamboo hummer atop
the upper spar. The taharas fly long
edge uppermost, as opposed to the
Korean fighters' vertical orientation.

A luminous art deco-like kite by Ton Geers of The Netherlands
pictures a reclining woman and the caption,"She screamed/She
was falling down." Spectators in background sit on a concrete
embankment to take in the foreigners' creations.

• The techniques of flying. I was aston
ished that the same purpose-maneuver
ing a kite in combat---can be achieved in
such different ways.

The Hong Kong kiters and the Koreans
depend on reels, rarely laying hands on
string. The Korean reel, with four, six or
even eight spindles arrayed around a long
handled core, takes up and releases surpris
ing lengths of line in deft hands. The
Koreans also enhance the rotation effect by
a pumping motion, sometimes drawing the
reel from above eye level to the knees in a
quick jab that will send a kite climbing or
traversing like a bullet.

The]apanese fliers, however, use no reels
at all. Instead, the flier controls the line with
both hands, uncoiling it from a woven (or
sometimes plastic) basket near his feet.
(Several of the Japanese wore thick tape
around the index fingers of their right hands,
to prevent friction cuts where the line cross
es rapidly.) A squatting helper often tends
the line that piles at a flier's feet.

We also learned that the Korean fight
ers coat their line with a paste that
includes diamond dust rather than
ground glass.

• The altitude. Duels take place sur
prisingly high in the sky, with the kite shapes
difficult to make out and the tactics even
harder to discern. More than once I was
certain a line cross had been achieved when
it became obvious both kites were still clear
of each other.

• The rules. Keun-Soo Kim, a deputy
director of the KNTO and the man in
charge of the kite fighting, explained the
usual format:

Standing about 10 yards apart, two
fighters launch their kites until achiev
ing roughly the same altitude. The duel

• The distinctive variety of the kites.
In addition to the Hong Kong diamond
that only looked like an Indian fighter, the
tournament included the traditional cen
ter-hole rectangles of the Koreans (Kite
Lines, Spring 1993) and an entirely new
kite to me, flown by the Japanese team
and called a "tahara," according to kite
fighting chronicler Fabre.

Half-again larger
than the Korean, the
tahara is also of rect
angular shape and
similarly sparred:
two bamboo sticks
cross the kite diago
nally, and a flexible
top spar is bowed
slightly by a string
across the back. A
center spar, not
bowed, crosses the bamboo spine, but there
is no hole in the center. The kite flies in the
opposite orientation from the Korean-that
is, with the long side uppermost. The
upper spars are topped by a bamboo
hummer, and in a sharp climb or dive,
the kites give off an intimidating, high
pitched whistle.

(We saw a fair number of Chinese kites
triumph in individual duels, but never saw
a Japanese win, although we did not see
the whole tournament. The larger kites
seemed a little less nimble and particularly
vulnerable to a climb-from-below attack.)

uniform of traditional Thai formal wear
showing off his double-jointed knuckles.

Hong Kong Style on Show
Never call a Hong Kong fighting kite an
Indian fighter.

"It is a Chinese kite," said an indignant
member of the Hong Kong team, when I
asked if the small, tissue-paper kite he was
preparing to fly in Sunday morning's tour
nament was shaped on the Indian model.
Closer inspection revealed the fragile-seem
ing Chinese kites, barely a foot wide, are
perhaps slightly squatter than the familiar
Indian and also feature a more rounded
and stubbier tail, almost in the shape of
an upside down heart.

But you'd never mistake a Chinese kite
flier's reel and technique for the Indian
model. I'd never seen nor read of this
fighting style.

The Hong Kong fliers use a wide reel
(8-10" or so) and palm its long handles
back and forth on their thighs to release or
retrieve line.

A mystery explained! Upon arriving
at the dueling area, in a puddled parking
lot set safely aside from other fliers, we
had noticed a number
of fliers wearing the
oddest blue jeans we'd
ever seen. Strips of rub
ber padding, like auto
mobile tire treads, were
glued on the thighs.

"Is that to protect
them from the cutting line?" asked
Debbie, although it seemed an unlikely
place for glass-coated string to pose a threat.

Then we saw a flier launch his kite. He
held the madly spinning diamond up to
catch the air, then allowed the line to
unwind as he stood holding the reel in both
hands. He periodically stopped the rotation
momentarily, and the solid green kite would
dart upward before being allowed to take
more line, again spinning rapidly. Once it
reached altitude, the flier squatted on his
heels and laid the reel across his thighs-and
sent the kite diving and darting with sur
prisingly subtle rolling movements. (The
Hong Kong style is explored in depth in
Pierre Fabre's article elsewhere in this issue.)

Revelations in Kite Dueling
The Hong Kong technique was just one rev
elation among many in the Taejon kite
dueling competition. Alongtime fan-from
afar, I had never actually witnessed a real
fight with cutting line, and the tourna
ment surprised me in almost every par
ticular. Such as:
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begins upon a whistle from an official.
The time limit for each duel is five min

utes, but Mr. Kim noted, "usually, it is over
in two minutes." In fact, we rarely saw a fight
last even that long, and a few were con
cluded in 10 decisive seconds.

The tournament followed an elimina
tion structure, with one-on-one duels tak
ing place simultaneously in five locations.
A match between Korean and Hong Kong
fliers might be followed by a Hong
Kong/Japan duel, and so on. The combat
ants were matched through a system we
never quite sorted out. It seemed to require
a period of vociferous discussion, in which
members of each national team clustered
around a chart board to punch fingers at
the pairings written there. But Kim man
aged to maintain both his aplomb and
authority.

• I :, 'J ,

; I I 'J I

Creative Kite Competition
Demonstration flying by guests and enthu
siastic participation by the locals certainly
dominated the festival, but a Creative Kite
Competition took place over both days,
and the invitation to be a judge offered an
interesting insight into kite evaluation.

We were given sheets of registered par
ticipants, listed by numbers that matched
cloth vests the fliers wore on the field. In
each category (two for Koreans only and
one for international fliers) we judged kites
by three standards: originality (worth a max
imum of 20 points), size and creativity (up to
SO) and buoyancy and stability (up to 30).

Dressed in bright red down vests-thank
fully very warm!- and wearing blue festival
baseball caps, we spread across the field to
eyeball the kites at designated times on both
afternoons. My guide,]ae-Sok Park, KNTO
manager of overseas marketing for Europe
and the Americas, had quite a workout as
he ran back and forth to check the numbers
of competitors whose kites I was watching.

Three magnificent hawk-like birds flown
in train by Japan's Rikuro Kubo took the
top prize in the foreign category, but fliers of
both modern and traditional forms won
places on the award podium at Sunday's
closing ceremonies.

in Any Language
Sat1urda\ a 'en ion, I stood

. 1) r 1I. He flew a
hlack plastic shar ' align beside
:n~ L\-foot nylon delta (by, faryland' Kite
loft chain) and we chattered ba 'and forth.
he in Korean and I in English.

The words we didn't understand-but
the kites spoke, and we communicated
perfectly. \1

INTHE ~~~ ~
BREEZE I·~~
• Hundreds of stocked patterns
• Customs • Souvenirs
• Flower designs
• Solar Rings™
• Baby Soc™
• Boat Flags
• Seasox™

1-800-487-1417 • FAX (541) 389-5478
P.O. Box 6417 • Bend, OR 97708

Call or Write for Wholesale Price List

RETAIL CATALOG AVAILABLE
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Makers of the Dove of Peace
featured In the Olympic

opening ceremonies

• Truly depicts abird in flight

• Beats its wings
• Soars across the wind
• Friends will insist you have abird tied to a

string

• Fly as akite or windsock

• Display as amobile in home or office

• Realistic graphics depict bird
• Kit kites are laser die cut for easy assembly
• Punch out and glue together

• Fun to assemble

• Fade resistant
• Made of durable Tyvek ~. water proof and

tear resistant

• Quality fiberglass spars

• Made in the U.S.A.

• Satisfaction guaranteed

49.95 '"
59.95
31.95
39.95
23.95
31.95
19.95
29.95
7.95
9.95
7.95
9.95

19.95
24.95
29.95
8.50
9.99

~A.UJ.TM

r :'n.~XMarguerite

)'l Eagle Kit
Eagle Assembled
Canada Goose Kit
Canada Goose Assembled
Loon Kit
Loon Assembly
Osprey Kit
Osprey Assembled
Cardinal Kit
Cardinal Assembled
Blue Jay Kit
Blue Jay Assembled
Fiberglass pole (13')
Fiberglass pole (16 ')
Fiberglass pole (20')
Bamboo pole (14')
Bamboo pole 116')

Total Shipping $4.00
AKA Member Discount 10%

.,of Dealer Inquiries Welcome

• Wingspan· 5feet
• Full color graphics
• Impressive attention to detail

• Wingspan· 48 inches
• 3·Dimensional Head
• Decoys in live Geese

• Wingspan· 42 inches
• Printed in gold and silver
• Awesome Flight

• Wingspan· 44 inches
• Graphics depict Osprey
• Decoys in live Osprey

• Wingspan· 28 inches
, Detailed graphics depict each bird
• 2pieces to assemble

• Wingspan· 48 inches
• 3·Dimensional Head
• UniQue, Realistic Winter colors

"I fly Stars, Crystals, Top of the Line,
Spin Off, Hawaiian Team, Spyrojet,
Snake kites, etc. but when my Osprey
is launched, people and cars stop and
gaze in wonder."

Jerry Loh, Malaysia

American Bald Eagle

Dove

Loon

Canada Goose

Cardinal • Blue Jay

Osprey FiSh Hawk

Jackite, InC. • 2868 west Landing Road • Virginia Beach, VA 23456 • (804) 426-5359 • (Fax) 426-7190

FLY-AWAY KITES
of Belmar, NJ presents the 2nd Annual...

For registration information contact:
MonmoU1;h Ocean County Kitefliers FlyAway Kites
908-787-4945 1108 Main Street
e-mail:mockites@aol.com Belmar, NJ 07719

80D-29KITES

FLY-AWAY CLASSIC
Open Ballet Sport Kite Competition Off

$3,000 in Cash and Prizes!

May 3rd-4th, 1997
On the Beach in Belmar, New Jersey

Get your registration package NOW! thistlual·line
competition ballet event is open to a rTJaximum of 45
competitors of ANY class. .+

The Classic will be held in conjunc . ""nth the ...

EXtreme~ Challenge™

Come fly for the Gold in Belm""'·

Ad design:
Gil Velazquez Creative Services
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FOR._THE RECORD

Four Lines 6- Two Lines, Indoors 6- Out
""""",.~,

By Steve McKerrow

Dick Curran flies his "wine rack" kite on quad lines extended from
four-foot handles, which he cuts from a "nine-bark" bush; the
limbs characteristically include a "kick," or forward thrust angle.

Cold Fingers &: Long Hours
The following accomplishment was submitted
in Izopes ofbeing declared a record. Because no
such record exists, we prefer to salute it as an
unusual achievement. -Editor

Can a box kite be made to perform as a
stunt kite? Dick Curran of Edgewood,

Washington determined to find out. On
Aug. 23, at the Washington State Inter
national Kite Festival in Long Beach, he
flew a "wine rack" cellular kite on quad
lines for 8Ji hours. He employed a kite with
eight-inch-deep panels, made by himself
and his wife, Georgean, of half-ounce ripstop
and tapered graphite spars cut from fish
ing pole blanks.

Curran explains his box reverses the
usual quad-line control system: Pulling the
bottom lines makes the kite climb while
the top lines make it descend; and pulling
right or left lines makes the kite go the
opposite direction.

Despite freezing fingers from unseason
ably cold temperatures and blustery winds,
Curran, 62, says he could have continued
the flight~butthe kite could not. Atear in
a seam opened four hours into the flight and
gradually enlarged, until additional seams
began to give way and a batten broke out of
a pocket, finally bringing the kite down.

"We did have some problems," Curran
writes in his account submitted to Kite Lines.

Four hours into the flight, for example,
another stunt flier's lines brought the kite to
the ground. Mistakenly believing interfer
ence was forgiven in other record attempts,
he was flying again in about two minutes.

"In the next four hours the kite hit the
sand twice: once when I lowered it to a sta
tionary position just above the sand, for a
photograph, and a drop of wind let it fall,

_.__ ~_ ': '.dlen I dropped one of the han
d! •.

He took no bre '. however, and re
counts, "I had to jog in place to keep warm,
and swing my arms to force blood to my
hands...which were losing their grip."

Curran says flying such a cellular box
)n quad lines requires much more mo e
ment of the handles, up to a foot, where
as conventional quad-liners respond to
mere inches of handle motion.

The kite can
be made to
move left, right,
up and down,
permitting pass
es across a wide
wind window,
with squares

and figure eights possible. However, Curran
did not loop or spin the kite. He points out
his unusually long handles are an important
control element. He settled upon the four
foot length after earlier using hand-cut mod
els of two and three feet.

"The four-foot handle provides enough
line movement with just wrist angular
motion that I do not have to have exagger
ated arm travel," he explains.

Curran says he began experimenting
with quad-line control because his boxes
would fly right or left into other fliers' lines.

His remedy? "Make the four leg bridles
longer, i.e. to your hands, pull the line sep
arately and see what happens."

2 Lines,S + Hours, Indoors
An Englishman is claiming a record indoor
duration flight for a two-line kite.

On November 5, Rick Wallington, of
Moordown, Bournemouth, Dorset, kept his
kite aloft for 5 hours 42 minutes 59 sec
onds. (He flew a standard Black Hole Star
Sister delta stunter, a 46)6-inch-span kite by
Eolo-Gayla Industries.)

The previous record, of 3 hours aminutes
a seconds, was set in March this year by
Greg Eynon, also in England, at the Way on
High Indoor Kite Festival in Kington, Here
fordshire. V'

15 it a ruord yet?
f-ew could doubt it is the behemoth of

kites-but no, at press time New
Zealander Peter Lynn's gargantuan Megabite
had not been officially declared world's
largest by the Guinness Book of Records.

A matter of mere application, explains
Jenny Cook, of Peter Lynn Kites Ltd.

Although enlarged since its undulating
debut at Epcot Center in Florida in Sep
tember, 1995-and having flown since at
other festivals, including in Indonesia and
New Zealand-the kite has not been for
mally submitted for review by the record
keepers.

Says Cook, "Our thinking is that it can be
used as apromotional draw card" by afes
tival that wishes to set up the official recog
nition procedures. Negotiations to do so
are underway, but no details were shared.

The world record thus remains as set by
the Dutch team in 1981, of 553 sq m (5,952
sq tt). Cook says the Megabite now mea
sures 630 sq m.

A Kite Lines calculation of its size as
flown at Epcot Center last year (body portion
only, not flapping parts and tail) came up
with something less than the Dutch record,
although well over 400 sq m.
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Experienced kite builders.
Experienced AKA comprehensive kite building judge.

2,375 square feet devoted to kites & kite building.

Kite Studio
"Supplying all your kite & banner building needs"

Order your retail catalog today:
1-800-KITE-991 • phone/fax 1-610-395-3560· kbiferrl@fast.net

5555 Hamilton Boulevard, Wescosville, PA 18106

"Go Build a Kite"
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peeding Lines:. AWeekend in
Hong Kong
Article and Photographs by Pierre Fabre

"A wonder for the eyes... " That's how Tony
Wolfenden, an Australian designer and
kitemaker, described Hong Kong to me
before my departure. And indeed, I found
one of the most amazing cities in Asia-as
well as a thriving, distinctive form of kite
fighting.

City of the World
Had I not met Wah King and Alfred Lee,
members of the Hong Kong Kite Fighting
Association, a few months earlier at the
Indonesian Kite Festival in]akarta, I would
not have suspected kiteflying is a current pas
time in Hong Kong. But the technique they
demonstrated against Indonesian fighters
persuaded me I had to see it on their home
territory-a resolve I realized with a weekend
stopover visit in late 1995.

Hong Kong is a mixture of Chinese and
Western cultures, a world capital of busi
ness, that is still expanding through recla
mation of shrinking Victoria Harbor. Since
Hong Kong was officially declared a British
colony by Queen Victoria in 1843, popula
tion has increased to 6 million inhabitants
(98% Chinese) and the city boasts a gross per
capita income higher than]apan's. The ter
ritory actually consists of three parts: Hong
Kong Island, Kowloon and the New
Territories (see map, nextpage).

High-rise buildings, electric power lines,
traffic and highways have all pushed kites
away from town. In addition, the location
of Kai Tak International Airport in the heart
of Kowloon forces restriction of kites to
more remote places.

Lee found a guest house for me in
Causeway Bay, a busy shopping area on
Hong Kong Island. The streets were packed
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Above, at Nai Chung kitefighters literally fly
from their cars' trunks.

Opposite, printed Indonesian fighters fitted
with paper tails are favored by beginners.

Left, in the kite forest of Nai Chung, hun
dreds of lost kites spread a dangerous web
of cutting line over the nearby trees.

the late Saturday evening of my arrival, and
I dove into the crowd, filling my eyes and
mind with double-decker tramways, neon
lights and thousands of happy faces.

The Kite Forest
On Sunday, as Lee drove us across the Harbor
to Kowloon, he estimated there are about
200 experts in kite fighting in Hong Kong.
They come together whenever they have free
time, including every weekend, on holidays
and during lunch breaks. Although only
one kiteflying field, Tai Au Mun, is official
ly recognized by the government, other
places are well-known kiting spots.

We first visited Nai Chung, a beachside
flying site offering a splendid view of the
Tala Channel. But what struck me first as we
drove into the parking area was the adjacent
hillside. Hundreds of lost kites decorated
the trees, as if they were large fruit!

Dozens of families and other fliers tried
in a light wind to launch their kites, includ
ing plastic deltas, Chinese decorative silk
kites and paper fighters fitted with newspa
per tails for easier handling.

Most experienced fliers stood near their
cars along a parking lot. Each was equipped
with the spedal gear needed for flying fight
ers in the Hong Kong style: a sophisticated
reel, black sunglasses and wrist and ankle
protection to avoid getting cut by the lines.
The most unusual part of this outfit was
the kiteflier's jeans, worn over regular
trousers. A strip of thick black rubber was
glued on each thigh.

Three hawkers on the field were selling
kites, as well as colored abrasive line and
reels. The oldest and most famous, Tam
Pak, is the only one who still produces some
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From top clockwise: Nobody seems to
care about all the kite trash left at the

magnificent Tai Au Mun site.

The top-pro gear: lavish leather-coated
jeans and extra narrow spool.

Car batteries power the electric motors
that wind thousands of feet of cutting

line on the spools. An array of Hong
Kong style spools is shown.

Tam, 75, began making kites In 1950
and learned from his master, Ngan

Che. His fine homemade Malay fighter
sells for five times the cost of a regular

fighter imported from China.

of the kites he sells. All the fighter kites sold
in Hong Kong are imported from China
and Indonesia, with the exception of Tam's
elegant Malay fighter. Of wider wingspan,
this style of kite used to be favored because
it provided more tension on the line during
fights. But the newest Hong Kong style
makes line speed more crucial than line
tension, and competitive fliers now prefer
smaller and more maneuverable kites.

A drive of almost an hour along a wind
ing, scenic road brought us to Tai Au Mun
Park, the best known and only recognized
kite field in Hong Kong, upon the deforest
ed top of a hill overlooking the sea.

In late afternoon, dozens of kites were still
in the air. I was surprised to see how fight
er kites and regular single-line kites got
along in this fairly small area. Fighters were
sent hundreds of yards away, their lines
coming out of the reels almost horizontal
ly. Some would dive toward the ocean and
became dancing dots of color against the
gray mountains, while silhouettes of airlin
ers rose from Hong Kong's distant airport.

The Hong Kong Style
Kite fighter Anthony Yeung continued my
introduction to the Hong Kong style.
Anthony ranked eighth in the individual
'category of the 1995 competition organized
by the kite fighters' association, and said
his yearly consumption is around 4,000
kites! He affords his hobby by buying
blank fighters in bulk, costing about 50 HK
cents each.

Held between September and November,
the 1995 tournament drew 80 entrants in
the "individual" category and 13 groups of
six participants for the team fights.

Most kitefliers don't even know each
other by their full names. Well-known
nicknames include "Sai Ma" (small twin),
and his brother "Dai Ma" (big twin). A
man named Wai, the 1995 champion, is
better known as "Teak Uk Wai" (Steel
Power Wai).

I believe the kind of kite they fly was
brought to southern China only after it
appeared elsewhere, in India, Thailand,
Indonesia or Malaysia. If it had started in
China, why would it have remained
unknown in the other provinces?

The shape is close to the famous Indian
fighter: a lozenge with two bamboo sticks,
featuring a bowed and supple cross-spar.
Yet it shows several differences: No rein
forcing line frames the edges of its paper sail
and only the leading edge is hemmed. All
kites are about the same size (12"-12Yz")
and have a very small, rounded fin tail,
which is not reinforced with small bam-
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From the top clockwise: Kite fighting in the
Hong Kong style probably requires too

much physical strength for young children
or old men. It seems the sport Is quite
popular among trendy young people.

Tai Au Mun Park is the only designated kite
flying site in Hong Kong. On weekends, kit
ing and barbecue parties seem to get along

pretty well.

Cellular phones and/or pagers seem to be
just as essential as sunglasses to most
kitefliers. Maybe they want to persuade

themselves they are still at work.

Compared to the Indian or Indonesian stan
dards, bridling is surprisingly short in Hong

Kong: 4'!> inches for the upper leg and
about 6 inches for the lower, which is

attached only 4 inches below the spar.
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boo sticks as on its Indian counterpart. The
paper fighters are extremely light, but strong
enough to withstand the extreme speed at
which they are reeled in during fights. Very
short bridling marks a final difference com
pared to other similar fighters.

The standard kiteflier's equipment reflects
Hong Kong's international trading status.
The kites are made in China from paper
made in Norway, and the ball-bearing reels,
although made in Hong Kong, are wound
with cutting line from Indonesia.

The reel consists of a long rod which
has a fairly narrow spool set in the middle.
Originally made of teak, the most expensive
reels favored by experts are now more com
monly made of a solid nylon spool turned
on a lathe, fitted on a 2Yz-foot rod of woven
fiberglass. Aset of eight tiny ball bearings is
screwed into each end, to accelerate free
spinning of the reel, especially useful when
winding in fallen line after a lost fight. To
proVide better friction, V-shaped grooves
are cut with a saw along the section of the
fiberglass rod which rolls over the rubber
thigh pads. The spool can hold up to 5,000
meters of glass-covered cotton thread.

Some say that because fliers don't hold
the line in hand they have lost the feeling of
the kite-lost contact with its soul-and
reduced kite fighting to a mechanical action.
Nevertheless, a unique technique has clear
ly emerged here, as original as those in
India, Thailand, Korea, Brazil, Cuba orJapan.

I was told a few experts make large single
line kites for themselves, but I didn't meet
any. Lee told me they gather occasionally on
the drive along Plover Cove Reservoir, New
Territories. Stunt kites are rare in Hong Kong
-lack of space, hilly landscapes and curly
winds work against them-but, I was told
some foreigners had been seen flying some.

Small plastic deltas provide the most
common kite for beginners. On the kite
fields I also saw a few classic Chinese silk or

paper kites (butterfly, goldfish, etc.).
These can be bought in the sports
departments of some big Chinese
stores. In one store I saw a 100-foot
Chinese dragon for sale, hanging just
above the tennis gear.

Final Impressions
I was struck most strongly by how
kiteflying manages to thrive in Hong
Kong, despite the shortage of loca
tions. It provides average citizens liv
ing in crowded high-rises an escape

from the noise and pollution that is so much
a part of their daily lives. No doubt the pop
ularity of kiteflying won't be affected when
the British colony reverts to China. \1



IT WORKS FOR ME

Hook & Bait
~~~~~~~~~t~~~~

G-EL BOOMERANGS
Gel with Gel Boomerangs!

I

Award Winning. Championship Caliber.
IRangs for Everyone.

Free Catalog 800-GEL-8220
2124 Kittredge St.#61, Berkeley CA 94704

Dealer Inquiries Welcome

http://www.kiteshop.co.uk/
• E-mail: kites@kiteshop.co.uk II

The Kite Shop limited. PO Box 288, Southompton S014 2ZJ, Tel/Fox: 01703 222 448

VISA, MASTERCARD, JCB, AMEX, SWITCH & DElTA CARDS ACCEPTED

NEW LOOK • NEW PRODUCTS • NEW CLUB

The #1 On-Line Resource
just got even better!

Front View

~
1/4"hOle

~ 2"-----"

---r
3/4". ,

1/8" hole

Top View

saw cuts can be
straight or angled

It Works for Me is your pia 0 are your
favorite kite hint or trick. Each publi he<! i "m
earns your choice of (1) any book(s) from th . Ie

Lines Bookstore to a value of $16 or (2) a one-year
subscription or extension to Kite Lines. Send
details, drawings and/or photographs to Kite
Lines, P. O. Box 466, Randallstown; MD 21133
0466, USA, or fax us at 410-922-4262.

2 BaitThat
Line

From Todd Little, Camp Hill, Pennsylvania:
When building kites I often need an
extra large needle for inserting bridling
into difficult places or restringing leech
line. I use a baiting needle, a needle
with a partially open eye. They are
much easier to thread, especially for
thicker line. You can find them at
fi~hin~ ~lIprly stores. (If you're
squ n t ask what the~"re
really used f r.

1Another Hook-Up for
Your Sky Laundry

From Dave Watson, Rochestel; Net'" York:
Attaching spinners, drogues and other sorts
of sky laundry can be time consuming. I've
created a small and lightweight line hanger
that works well for me. It can be made from
almost any type of material: wood, plexi
glass, fiberglass, particle board or metal. I
attach a swivel or string loop through a )i"

hole to connect to the laundry (see diagram).
Passing the flying line between the saw

cuts in each of the three holes will secure it.
The pull of the kite will create tension on the
hanger to prevent it from coming loose.
Make sure the saw cuts into the X" holes are
wide enough for the flying line to pass
through. This is the perfect solution for
your sky laundry blues!
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201, boulevard Tadoussac
Canton Tremblay, ac

Canada G7H 5A8
HI.: (418) 545-VENT
Fax.: (418) 545-2288

New FAX & Voice Mail:
208.336.2783

Complete range of elliptical kites

$15.90 + S & H
Quantity discounts available

THE BLAND COMPANY
4265 Corporate Dr.

Mt. Pleasant, MI 48858

30-GaLLon CoLored
Trash Bags

• 6 to 8 colors avallable
• Call for current stock colors

• Up to 4 colors per box of 100 bags

'ki~N~
High-technology in Quad-line Soft-Kite

:S~~f~l~
/ for less!

.•ii....i~

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
II 1-800-527-7189 I

L~!...Al.~~~~~~~~~~.J

D
TJu: Bay A.reu SU/;AOWMTS

TJw Best Shew Team in the
Wo,.:d c1."l4lhe ojJicallt?sler of
all kites produced by lIyperkilesFor Free Catalog

Call or Write
(619) 702-7061
Fax (619) 702-7068

2979 A Street, San Die 0, Ca 92102

HypeRK~TES

FOR TRADE

KITE PATENTS: Every kite-related patent issued
in the U.S. is available in capsule form to those
sending $50 to Ed Grauel, 799 Elmwood Terrace,
Rochester, NY 14620. Included are patent num
bers, filing and issuance dates, inventors' names
and a brief description for each of the 836 patents.

Classifieds are limited to non-commercial and
personal advertisers. Rates are $1.00 per word,
$10 minimum, payable in advance. Publisher may
edit or abbreviate for space. Send copy with pay
ment to: Kite Lines, P.O. Box 466, Randallstown,
MD 21133-0466, USA.

KITE SHOP, videos & toys in Ocean Grove, NJ,
Great Historic Town. Offering an incredible oppor
tunity to own your own business & real estate.
Turn-key operation in a charming location.
$150,000. Call for an appointment & details.
RE/MAX Heritage Realtors, 908-775-7518

Clossifieds

FLEXIFOILS: NEW, 12 @ 4',9 @ 6',3 @ 8', 2 @

10' (rainbow colors), plus 1 Impulse and 2
Scorpions. Contact: Jon Roer (New Jersey, USA).
Phone: 609-291-9510. Fax: 609-298-8975.

FOR SALE

GIBSON GIRL box kites as described in the arti
cle in this issue of Kite Lines (p. 28). Have several
and will consider trade for a Liddell Aviation Giant
Diamond Kite or some other interesting kite. Might
sell. Melvin Lambert, P.O. Box 7843, Norfolk, VA
23509, USA. Tel: 757-420-2663.

PINS for trade. Appleton, 37 Eastern Ave.,
Norwich, NR7 OUO, England.

WANTED

WANTED TO BUY: The "Altair" and a "French
Military" kite made by Nick & Sallie Van Sant
(Kites of the Four Winds, now out of business).
Also back issues of Kite Lines from Vol.1 NO.1
through Vol.5 No.4. Contact: Sam Eagan, 627
Callahan, Muskogee, OK 74403. Phone: 918
683-6261.

KITE CARDS

For more info call, email or visit our web site

LAFNEY STUDIOS
282 County St, Ste 558, Attleboro, MA 02703

(508) 222-1385 lafney@tiac.net
http://www.tiac.net!users/lafney/
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serving the kiter's reading needs by mail
The Kite Lines Bookstore

I
F IT'S ABOUT KITES, the Kite Lines
Bookstore probably has it-the com
mon, the rare, the foreign, the

domestic, the informative, the artistic, the
good-and the bad. We carry nearly all
the kite titles in print, even ones that give
us a lot of trouble to obtain for you.

The Bookstore gives no endorsement to

From AUSTRALIA . ..

Make Mine Fly by Helen
Bushell. A collection of
excellent, proven tips
and techniques for
beginners, experts,
groups or individuals.
Includes plans for the
author's Fluted Sled,
famous patented
Trefoil Delta, plus sev
eral paper kites. Soft
cover, 93 pp., $24.95

From BELGIUM . ..

any title, but we do guarantee your satis
faction with our service. We want you to
feel like you're in your local bookstore.
Pick a book. Look it over. If it's wrong for
you, put it back on our shelf No problem.

Kite books often go out of print with
out warning. Ifyou want any of these, we
suggest you snap them up now!

Kite-Folds by Beth
Matthews. Plans for
12 small original
kites made from a
single sheet of paper,
plus the "Sky
velope." Clear in
structions, lovely
color photos and an
addendum on kites
in teaching. 50ft
cover, 36 pp., $14.95

From BERMUDA . ..

A TREASURE: BEE KITES FROM JAPAN
Nagoya Karyu Daka

(Traditional Nagoya Kites) by
Masaaki Sato, in Japanese.
Understated and modest,
the author is perhaps the
world's best maker of bee

kites. In this elegant cloth
bound, gold-embossed

volume, he presents color
photographs of about three dozen

kites-not just bees. A black and white section includes
photos and drawings that detail his building techniques

using bamboo and paper. Hardcover, 64 pp., $47.95

Lawrence Hargrave research by David A.
Craddock, in USA-printed edition.
Ravensbaume to Airborne covers the flight
pioneer's work on aerodynamics, gliders
and kites, including his sketches of eqUip
ment, concepts and designs. No photos.
Softcover, 57 pp., $21.95
Canstl1lction Drawings for a Selection ofKites,
the companion volume, includes detailed
plan draWings for a dozen moderate-size
Hargrave kites. Softcover, 25 pp., $14.95
Both books as package, $34.95.

From BRAZIL . ..
Aerial Photographs Taken

from a Kite by G. de
Beauffort and M. Dusariez,

in English. History, systems,
photos from the KAPWA

Foundation archives.
Includes a reprint of Batut's

1890 book. Softcover,
145 pp., $39.95

From CANADA . ..

Belmuda Kites by Frank
Watlington. Plans for five island
kites, plus variations and hum
mers. Traditional methods and

materials (flour and water paste:
"a little cayenne pepper will

keep away the roaches"). Tips
and a little history. A charmer.

Softcover, 24 pp., $4.95

......... _ ..... n;._.......- Arte de Fazel' Pipas 2 (The Art of
Kitemaking 2) by Silvio Voce,

in Portuguese. How to make 10
non-Brazilian paper kites.

Softcover, 56 pp., $6.95
Arte de Fazel' Pipas 1 gives plans
for 14 kites-half are Brazilian.

Softcover, 50 pp., $6.95
Both books as package, $12.95

From CHINA ...

Chinese Artistic Kites by Ha
Kuiming and Ha Yiqi. The
celebrated kites of the Ha
family of Beijing. History,

structure, decoration, flight.
Over 80 kites in rich color.
Good English translation.
Limited supplies. Softcover,

160 pp., $16.95

Richard P. Synergy's self-pub
lished books convey lots of
information and enthusiasm:
Kiting to Record Altitudes tells

everything that can go wrong
with altitude efforts. Softcover,
72 pp., $15.95
Stunt Kite Basics covers safety,

social aspects, equipment and
maneuvers (32 in all). Empha
sizes success in competitions.
Softcover, 142 pp., $15.95

From DENMARK . ..

NOW reprinted! Drager del' Flyver (Kites to Fly) by
Dr. Hvirvelvind, in Danish. Considered a classic,
this 1986 book was out of print for several years,
but is back by popular demand. Plans for about

10 kites (including a raincoat kite), plus varia
tions of each; materials, accessories, flying,

resources. Charming cartoon draWings, many
lovely full-color photos. A fresh book full of char

acter. Limited supplies. Softcover, 80 pp., $29.95

Fishing for
Angels: The
Magic ofKites by
David Evans.
A very pretty,
colorful book.
Great kite lore
and flying tips
(just avoid the
kite plans).
Softcover,
63 pp., $12.95

From ENGLAND . ..

A Beginner's Guide to
Flying Indian Fighter Kites

by Shirley Turpin. A well
compressed compendium

of good advice, gleaned
from Stafford Wallace.

Simple but adequate
black/white drawings.

Softcover, 18 pp., $4.95

ENGLAND continued . ..

\' JI: IIl.Ji.l1l Fi ilter
Ki . oJ Clv/U

DOli 0(tip- op 1i·lll,.,
kites by G«>ft
Crumplin. Although
imperfectlyorga
nized and edited, this
book still contains
jewels: about 20 kite
plans and building
tips that work. Soft
cover, 70 pp., $14.95

Mark Cottrell;rb~ks(not shown) are
homely and self-published-but they are
also honest, entertaining and useful:

Kite Aerial Photography. Three kite plans
and comparison of trade-offs ill
50UlCe lists. Softcover, 44 pp.•~

S...'q1t Wing Stunt Kites. .
~'2Ed; 4 plans. Softcover, 4

The KitE Store Book ofKites. 100
Cott:reIl kite plans plus 5.2S· disk for
puterdesign. Softcover, 48 pp., $13.

Box Kites Making and
Flying by Dr. Bill Coch
rane, Plans for 17
types: Hargrave,
Conyne, tetrahedral
plus three Cody styles.
A little history and
aerodynamics; building
methods out of date.
Color photos, attrac
tive layout. Hardcover,
96 pp., $34.95



The Kite Lines Bookstore . .. Continued

ENGLAND continued. ..

AVAILABLE AGAIN! (while
they last) The Pmgl/i., Book or
Kites by David Pelham. Called
"The Bible," first published in
1976 and still recommended
for all kitefliers. Plans for more
than 100 kites plus solid, well
written and -researched aero

dynamics and history. Color in half the book.
Index; bibliography. Softcover, 228 pp., S28.95

FRANCE continued. ..

Kites: A Practical Halldbook by Ron
Moulton and Pat Lloyd. Solid infor
mation in slight disorder. Excellent
drawings of 25-plus kites, including
the Hewitt Flexkite, Chapman avy
Dove, Pearson Roller and Benson
Scorcher 2. Fine chapters on sport
kites and parachuting teddy bears.
Outdated appendixes. Color sec
tions. Softcover, 255 pp., S27.95

From GERMANY. ..

From FRANCE . ..

NEW! Celts-mlallts, L'(//t ell ciel (Kites,
Art ill the sk.,·) bv Eric Damage and
Marc Domage, in French. Almost a
coffee table book in size and color, this
volume treats kitemaking as a legiti
mate art form. Profiles of Streeter,
Matisse, Asker, Fabre, Brockett,
Bod6czky, Cottenceau, Peters and
Gressier, with reflecti\'e intef\'ielVs of
each. Softcover, 126 pages, S-I9.95

NEW! Photographie AMenne Avec
Cer(-Volant: (Kite Aerial Photo

graphy: How Is It Done?) by
Christian Becot, in French. Some
tested, practical methods of kite

aerial photography are described
and compared. Includes draw
ings of systems and details (no

kite plans) and bibliography.
Limited sl/pplies. Softcover,

52 pp., S16.95

skywork II Experience by
Christine Schertel, in German.

New volume following origi
nal skywark Experience. Plans

for 12 original, tested designs:
nine stunters and three cellu

lar kites, including a Hargrave,
Cody and the "Revolver."

Attractive paintings instead of
photographs. Softcover,

S2 pp., S19.95

Leistllllgsstarke Lenkdrachen zl/m
Naellbal/e11 (Nigh Perrannance stl/nt

Kites to Make) by Peter Rieleit, in
German. Plans for 12 original dual

liners (six deltas, three foils and
three figure kites). A stimulating,

motivating, creative work. Includes
fine charts plus tips on materials,

sewing, knots and flying.
Softcover, 96 pp., plus a full-size

fold-out airfoil pattern, S24.95

GERMANY continued. ..

Books by Werner Backes, in German, compact and reliable, have
good ideas, instructions, color photographs and draWings:
Drachm aus aller Welt (Kites from Everywhere). A 40-kite international
sampler, including the Cloud Seeker, Cody, tetrahedral, rhombus

and multicell boxes, parafoil, Roloplan and rokkaku. Also plans for
trains, reels, aerial photography. Softcover, 128 pp., S19.95

Nelle drachm Zlllll Nachbaum (New Kites to Replicate). Plans for 20 kites
(including a diamond stunter) from available materials (good for work
shops) plus techniques and accessories. Softcover, 128 pp., S7.95

Drachm ballell (Kitemaking). Well-rounded volume of 35 kite plans
plus tips and accessories. Softcover, 128 pp., S18.95

. .. lll1d sie Fliegen Neute Noch -Geschichte und
Gesellicl7ten llln den Drachm (and They Still Fly

Today-History and Tales about Kites)
collected by Hans Snoek, in German.
Poems, songs, tales, draWings, photos,
plans from early days of Western kit
ing. Hardcover, 156 pp., S34.95
Band II (Vol. Il), in German. Another
fascinating scrapbook of kite lore.
Hardcover, 156 pp., S34.95
Both books as package, S66.95

GERMANY continued. .. From ITALY. ..
Ali lIel Vento (Wings IJII

the Willd) by Vanny
Pecchioli, in Italian. A

charming basic kite book
for kids, adults working

with kids or newcomers to
kitemaking. Plans for 13

paper and wood stick kites
have clear, accurate and

colorful illustrations.
Softcover, 48 pp., S19.95

From The NETHERLANDS . ..

Tezukuri Omoshiro Daka Nyum0l1 (A
Primer or!l1teresting Handmade Kites)
by Eiji Ohashi, in Japanese. Both
traditional Asian and modern designs
are among these 29 easy-to-make
figure and box kites by one ofJapan's
most inventive designers. Includes
Ohashi's famous arch train. Some
color photographs; fine dimensioned
draWings "'ith full details.
Softcover, 100 pp., 529.95

Aquiloni Acrobatici (Acrobatic
Kites) by Cristina Sanvito

and Giancarlo Galli, in Itali
an. The first Italian stunt

kite book, a practical manu
al covering the basics and
more. Graphics and draw

ings are neat and clear. Gives a brief history, safety tips,
basic-to-advanced techniques and maneuvers plus a book list

and a valuable glossario translating standard English terms
into Italian. Softcover, 141 pp., S19.95

From JAPAN . ..
Aquifoni (Kites) by Guido
Accascina, in Italian. A reliable
mini encyclopedia, packed
with kites in "family" group
ings. Includes theory, tech
niques, sources, history and
excellent plan drawings for 29
kites. Good printing including
some color. Latest edition in
standard pocketbook format.
Softcover, 256 pp., S16.95

Drachm mit Geschichte (Kites with
History) by Walter Diem and

Werner Schmidt, in German.
Extensively researched, faithfully
reproduced models from our rich

kiting history. Brogden, Gomes,
Grund, Hargrave, Kuznetzov,

Lamson, Lecornu, Sauls, others.
Detailed plan draWings and won

derful historic photos.
Hardcover, 160 pp., $29.95

ITALY continued. ..

Two stunt kite books by Servaas van der Horst and Nop
Velthuizen, in English, cover all aspects of the sport in up
to-date high-tech style. Well organized and printed, the
books contain excellent draWings and photos,
including some in color:
stllnt Kites to Make alld Fly. The first !xx)k Includes clear
plans for 10 stunters, plus team t1\'in" tct.hniques.
Softcover, 96 pp., S21.95
stllnt Kites 11: New Desi:!"', Rllg"i,) ,/lid Boats. Plans for 8
kites plus advice on desi>;ning "our own. Good chapter on
aerobatics. Emphasizes "power" kites; offers plans for a
buggy boat and a buW·. Softcover, 96 pp., S22.95
Companion diskette 2.0 for IBM-compatibles, prints out
templates of the plans in stllllt Kites II; also simulates stunt
maneuvers for \'isualizing your routines, S19.95

Drachm: spiele mit dem
Wind (Kites: Playing with

the Wind) by Rainer
Neuner, in German. Very

attractive introductory
book with many color
photos. Plans for eight
kites (including several

genki variants) and five
wind toys, geared to ligh t
winds. Appendixes. Hard

cover, 131 pp., S39.95

~ - 0'

&;
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From SWITZERLAND . ..

Drachenreise (Kite Journey) by Ruedi
Epple-Gass, in German.

Interesting black-and-white book.
Countries visited and researched

include Turkey, Vietnam,
Dominican Republic, spots in the
South Pacific, Latin America and
Europe. Political overtones-kit-

ing's only gloomy book. A few
draWings of biodegradable ethnic
kites, plus poems and flying tips.

Softcover, 125 pp., S42.95
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NEW! Orachen Foundation
exhibit catalogs by Benjamin
Ruhe and Ali Fujino. Kiting
personalities well described
and attractively packaged.
World on a Stling, 13 kiters,
Softcover, 31 pp., $5.00
1991 Kite Pin Invitational, 24
kiters shown with their repre
sentative kites and pins. Soft
cover, 53 pp., $5.00
Both books as package, $9.00

Super Kites 11I by Neil
Thorburn. Many

designs for delta-sled
box inventions.

Tested, creative tech
niques use available

materials (mostly
plastic bags and

wooden dowels) and
include "kite gear."
Some color photos

brighten this "completely handmade"
book. Softcover,123 pp" $8.95

The Compleat Rokkaku Kite
Chronicles & Training
Manual. Kite fighting in
groups, for fun and enter
tainment! Everything about
the rokkaku challenges
since their start in 1983. In
cludes reprinted historic
material from Kite Lines,
plus three detailed plans for
making the rokkaku (by Mel
Govig and Lincoln Chang)

using modern materials and techniques, Appen
dix with resources. Softcover, 20 pages, $6.95

Books by Jim Rowlands have a few color photos,
much black-and-white text and line drawings:

Soft Kites and Windsocks, Same as British Kites and
Windsocks, The best and most popular Rowlands
work, Plans for 11 kites, including the whale, the
soldier and caterpillar, plus five windsocks, five
drogues and two bags. Softcover, 104 pp" $14,95
The Big Book ofKites. Same as British Making and
Flying Modern Kites, Plans and techniques for 36
kites on the simple side. Softcover, 127 pp" $14.95
One-Hour Kites, Same as British Kites to Make and
Fly. Plans for 25 kites including Facet, srunters.
Softcover, 95 pp., $14.95

Books by David Gomberg are
"homemade," lacking photos, but useful:

NEW! Sport Kite Magic! Gomberg's best
book yet is clearly written, covering the

newer "tricks" and indoor flying. Softcover,
126 pp., $13.95 Stunt Kites! Thorough cov
erage of the basics plus advice from 20 top

fliers. No plans, Softcover, 88 pp., $11.95
The Fighter Kite Book! Good information

plus plans for a basic fighter and rules for
contests, Beware draWings of bridles.

Softcover 74 pp,,$8.95

The Usborne Book of
Kites by Susan

Mayes. Cute, prac
tical collection is

designed for kids.
Six easy kites, with

clear, fully illustrat
ed step-by-step

instructions. Good
introduction to
materials, wind

and flying, Many tips, aided by animated
color drawings. Softcover, 32 pp., $5.95

Kites: An Historical Survey
by Clive Hart, Revised,
second edition (1982),
An invaluable reference
work, includes many
black-and-white illustra
tions and photographs,
Has the most extensive
kite bibliography in
print. No plans.
Softcover,
210 pp., $15.95

Buggies, Boatl & Peels:
State of the Art Kite
Traction by Peter Lynn.
How to get started in
kite buggying and kite
sailing. History, theory,
how to "reach" (travel
upwind), how and when
to turn, racing tactics,
kite selection, buggy
maintenance. Boat trac
tion treated with similar

thoroughness. Full data on the Peter Lynn Peel.
Second edition, softcover, 12 pages, $6.95

NOW in softcover!
Making & Flying Stunt
Kites & One-Liners by

Wolfgang Schimmel-
pfennig, in English.

Wide-ranging and up
to-date. Superb color

drawings in color for six
srunters and three sin

gle-liners. Some transla
tion oddities. New soft

cover, 80 pp., $12.95

Kiteworks by Maxwell Eden.
Revised edition. Hefty book
with 50 kite plans (such as
Yakko Stakk, Kaleidakite, Tri
O Box, Pterosaur) with
detailed drawings based on
material provided by respect
ed designers. Sewing, aerody
namics, accessories and
(un)related stories. Kite
paintings, a few photos.
Appendixes and index.
Softcover, 287 pp., $19.95

Kite Precision by Ron
Reich. A celebrated

srunt flier teaches you
the Revolution, the

Flexifoil, the basics of
team flying and chore

ography. Friendly
tone and touches of

humor. Self-published,
with lots of low-grade

photographs. Soft
cover, 182 pp., $14.95

Make Your Own Kite
(new kites) byJohn W.
Jordan. Plans for nine

original kites using
unusual materials, such

as plastic foam, plastic
plates and computer

cards. Clear and amus
ing reading from a gen
uine enthusiast. Black-

and-white photos.
Softcover edition out ofplint. Limited supply of

hardcover edition, 90 pp., $14.95

25 Kites that Fly
by Leslie Hunt.
Reprint of 1929
original. Plans
for good old
fashioned kites

hield, elephant,
\dCht. etc.) in
papt>r and wood
- a dinometer.

Hunt was a kitemaker for the
U.S. Weather Bureau. Historical
data and photographs.
Softcover, 110 pp., $3,95

Kite books by Wayne
Hosking are uneven in style:
Kites. LaVishly printed, col
orful kites. Good research on
Asian kites. Makers uniden
tified. Softcover, 120 pp.,
$15.95
Kites to Touch the Sky. A
homemade black/white
book of 32 plans for basic
plastic kites. No photos.
Softcover, 96 pp., $9.95

From The UNITED STATES . ..
NEW! A Kite Journey Through India by Tal Streeter, in
English. Finally, the long awaited succes

sor to Streeter's The Art of the Japanese Kite.
He mixes engaging stories of India with
excellent photos in color and black-and

white, showing surprising varieties of kites.
Softcover, 182 pages, $39.95

Art That Flies by Tal Streeter and Pamela
Houk. An attractive anthology of kites and
ideas from a 1990 Dayton (Ohio) Art Insti

tute exhibit. No plans. Limited supplies.
Softcover, 139 pp., $15.95

Fighter Kites by
Philippe Gallot, in
English. Plans for

29 kites, tips on
flying, tools, mate
rials, games, acces
sories. Clear illus

trations, adequate
instructions. Watch
out for metric con
versions. Softcover,

96 pp., $12.95

The Tao ofKiteflying:
Tile Dynamics of
Tethered Flight, by
Harm van Veen, in
English. Tough
questions tackled by
one of Holland's
most respected

kiters. Clear writing and diagrams
explain stability, scaling, the subtle
ty of the fighter kite and how to
make two simple kites. Charming
cartoons. Softcover, 56 pp., $12.95

The Kite Lines Bookstore . .. Continued

NEW! Flying the Rev
and How To Do It by
Bill and Kim Taylor.
Publishedindepen-

dently of the maker of
Revolution kites, this

homemade book
offers advice and

reassurance to begin
ning fliers of quad-line kites. Many

black-and-white draWings accom
pany enthusiastic if not always clear

text. Softcover, 118 pp., $9.95

you need
know about
sand skiin
with kites. The
only book on
this topic.
Safety concerns
are explained

throughout, Loads of charts.
xads of black-and-white photos,
Homemade layout and drawings.
'>Oftcover, 100 pp" $13,95
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KITE TALES
S2.50 each postpaid
S85 entire set postpaid
The complete set of Kite Tales (the origi
nal AKA journal, on microfiche, all 40
issues from Oct. 196-1 to Nov. J976.
Kite plans. news and historic material
a must for researchers or libraries.

New & Grand! TIll: KITE LINES
20TH ANNIVERSARY PIN!

Identifies you with the chronicle of
kiting's contemporary history.

Handsome Ill" cloisonne pin in
striking gold and black only.

Very limited edition.
Each $7.00; 2 for $13.00
+ shipping $1.00 per order

Scott Hampton's INTERNATIONAL
KITE POSTER
$20.00 plus
$5.00 shipping in
a strong tube

Hampton's best
yet poster shows
62 of the world's
most colorful
and inventive
kites, mostly as
seen in 1992 and
1993 at Long

Beach, Washington. Printed on heavy, high-quality paper
22" x 16" in size, this poster comes with a map so you can
identify every kitemaker. Exclusively by mail in the U.S.
from Kite Lines. Framable, great to display-a super gift.

superb video of
fighter kites!
THE KNIGHTS
OF THE MAN)HA
S36.95
plus $3.00 shipping

The impassioned kiteflying of Asia has been spreading
through the West. And the Manjha Club International has
produced this colorful professional film shOWing the fantas
tic skills of India, Indonesia, Japan, Korea and Malaysia as
practiced in Europe. Great variety of action, good explana
tions of techniques, exciting interviews with leading fliers.
Mostly French with English subtitles. A delightful 26-min
utes on VHS videotape cassette.

Now you can have it ALL-on MICROFIlM!

KITEUNES
$3.00 each postpaid
$85 entire set postpaid
Here it is, the entire, cO\'eted collec
tion. all -IS back issue of Kite LilieS

published O\'er the pa t 19 \"ears,
available in a neat, compact library
on microfiche. When copies sell out,
a microfiche version is offered imme

diately, so new enthusiasts can take a crash course in kit
ing with this treasure chest of valuable information!

• WINTER-SPRING 1996 (Vol. 11, No.4)
Kites of Nepal; Mallorca Roundtable; Skiting
the Greenland Ice Cap; Kite Patents by Ed
Grauel; DUsseldorf, Peter Rieleit; Stan Rogers;
Gomberg on Fan0; SG: Tom McAlister. .

e SUMMER 1996 (Vol. 12, No.1)
Kite Fishing Indonesian style; Festival at Berck
sur-Mer; St. Elmo's Fire; Norway's Isengran
Dragefestival; special report on power kites; Is
Pin Collecting Dead?

• WINTER 1993 (Vol. 10, No.3)
orth Sea events (Terschelling, Fan0, Sche

veningen); Kite Camp Caravan; Rendez-Vous
Mondial, Canada; AKA at Seaside; Sheragy's
butterflies; SG: Wolfgang Schimmelpfennig.

• SPRING-SUMMER 1994 (Vol.lO, No.4)
Kite Sailing; South America: Colombia & Brazil;
buggy events + Scoot Buggy & Wheels of 000111

plans; Kevin Shannon delta; Australia's Bondi
Beach festival; SG: Reza Ragheb.

• FALL 1994 (Vol. 11, No.1)
Shirone's great museum; Korean fighters and
who's who; Art & Ideas of Joan Montcada; the
Thailand International; aerial photographer
George Lawrence; SG: Jimmy Sampson.

e WINTER-SPRING 1995 (Vol. 11, No.2)
Dieppe; Hargrave commemoration; Stock
holm event; spar study; new buggies; Streeter
on Hiroshima; Shannon's cicada fighter; Alex
Mason; Roger Maddy; SG: Scott Skinner.

• SUMMER-FALL 1995 (Vol. 11, No.3)
Great Festivals: New Zealand, Cura<;:ao, Israel,
Italy, Canada; kite artist Steve Brockett; The
Smithsonian; Playsail & Windbow by George
Peters; What Is a Kite?; SG: Pierre Fabre.

• SPRING 1993 (Vol. 10, No.1)
Soul-Lifting Kites of Guatemala; Javanese
Festival; Ed Alden's Family of Fighter Kites;
celeb rokkakus; travel tips; Rameaux aerials;
quad-line Propeller; J0rgen M0ller Hansen.

• SUMMER-FALL 1993 (Vol. 10, No.2)
Adrenaline tour of India; Istvan Bod6czky's
asymmetry; Crowell's Cross Deck; Sac City,
Iowa festival classic; kites at the Pyramids;
power on ice; SG: Tony Wolfenden.

• WINTER 1992-93 (Vol. 9, No.4)
Kite Power by Nop Velthuizen, with traction
chronology; Fighter Kite Survey; Dieppe;
Hamamatsu by George Peters; the GX-3;
spray-painting nylon; SG: the Gibians.

Ostia; the Arch Ribbon-historic notes, tips;
Kites Over iagara Falls; Handling Tangles;
Ianuzzi's Featherlight; SG: Kim Petersen.

NOW: Extinct Issues available in
bound photocopies to order,
$20.00 each, free shipping

NOTE: Endangered Issues (in italics):
$10.00 each, free shipping

• For a list of the major contents ofeach and
every issue ofKite Lines, send self-addressed
stamped envelope to Kite Lines, PO Box 466,
Randallstown, MD 21133-0466, USA.•

BACK ISSUES of Kite Lines offer a wealth
of information and ideas: plans, tips,

techniques (for both single- and multiline
fliers), personalities, world records, festivals,
reviews-an essential living history of
today's kiting, saturated with inspiring sto
ries and designs.

No wonder back issues of Kite Lines are
avidly collected by so many enthusiasts. You
can start now with the 17 issues available

while supplies last in original paper form ...

• SUMMER 1989 (Vol. 7, No.3)
India's kite frenzy by George Peters and Philip
Morrison; Bali by Simon Freidin; major stunt
kite survey; the kite capitals of the world;
Sotich's Flying Wedge; Ohashi's Arch Train.

• WINTER 1989-90 (Vol. 7, No.4)
China by Tal Streeter and Skye Morrison;
Sloboda on Dyeing Ripstop; Bill Green, in
ventor of the Delta; Modifying a Parachute;
Stunting a Flow Form; Nishibayashi's Bat.

• SUMMER 1990 (Vol. 8, No.1)
Festivals in New Zealand, Berlin, Washing
ton (England) and Australia; Parachute
Stunter plans; Peter Lynn's Future Tech;
Bobby Stanfield Climbs the Stone Mountain.

• WINTER 1990-91 (Vol. 8, No.2)
European Spectacular: Dieppe, Montpel/ier,
Bristol, Berlin; Stunt Kite Survey; D'Alto on
Whitehead (1901); Largest Eddy record; butter
fly plans; power flight on suspended wire.

• SPRING 1991 (Vol. 8, No.3)
Whistling Kites of Nantong, China by Tal
Streeter; Gomberg's Kite Pin Confessions;
Quick & Easy Angle Estimating; Wind Shot
stunter plans; record for Longest Kite.

• Copies: $4.50 each + $1.00 each shipping
• 4 or more copies: $4.50 each, free shipping

• SUMMER-FALL 1991 (Vol. 8, No.4)
Pierre Fabre in Japan; Kinnaird's Rokkaku
Strategies; Bill Kocher's Obtuse Tetra; Hunt
ington Beach Scandal; Wildwood at its Best;
Jalbert obituary; Sky Gallery: Peter Malinski.

• WINTER 1991-92 (Vol. 9, No.1)
Gubbio (Italy) is GaGa; The Sprint stunter
contest in Italy; Richard Synergy in Poland;
Tucker's Painless Parafoil plans; Sloboda on
Painting Ripstop; SG: Roberto Guidor!.

• SPRING-SUMMER 1992 (Vol. 9, No.2)
Andre Cassagnes, father of French kiting;
Worldclass Thailand; atural Fibers Festival;
Bill Tyrrell flies high at Christmas Island;
Stunter Survey; Heart kite; SG: George Peters.

• FALL 1992 (Vol. 9, No.3)
Castiglione (Italy) + Le Touquet, Barcelona,
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EMPTY SPACES IN THE SKY

leRoy Hoover, William E. Kocher

"""""""
LeRoy

Hoover
shows a

kite made
for the

Union 76
oil com

pany at a
kite class

he was
giving.

On February 13, 1996, the kite com
munity lost an early leader and active

kiteflier when LeRoy Hoover died in his
native Chicago, Illinois. He was 83.

Hoover was one of five founders of the
Chicagoland Sky Liners kite club in 1982
and its first president. With his wife, Anita,
he was "the real spark plug of the club in the
early years," recalls Charles Sotich. LeRoy
and Anita started the tradition of kite class
es in the Chicago area.

Hoover had been retired from the R.R.
Donnelley printing company when he be
came interested in kites. From then on he
gave kites nearly all his time. He was a sub
scriber to Kite Lines from its beginning and

a member of the AKA at its organizing.
To follow their kiting interests, the cou

ple traveled to many places, including
Australia, China, Japan, Mexico, New Zea
land and South America.

By coincidence, both he and Anita fell
and fractured their pelvises during the hol
idays in 1995. Anita was knocked down by
a dog and LeRoy fell on the ice a week later.
They ended up in the same hospital room.
Anita healed but LeRoy deteriorated. Anita
is nearly recovered now, but was bedridden
when LeRoy died and could not inform
LeRoy's many kite friends. - Valerie Govig

Maryland and its surrounding region lost
one of its most well-liked kiters on

December 10, 1996, with the death of Bill
Kocher from cancer at the age of 7l.

Bill had been involved with model air
planes before kites and he shared skills and
creative thinking between his avocations. He
was helpful with local clubs and would reg
ularly attend main events as well as many
casual flies and workshops. He gave many
kite talks at schools and youth groups. He
liked to fly at Baltimore's harbor, especially
his bird and seagull kites, which were often

Bill
Kocher
shows
off a
bubble
machine
of his
own
design.

mistaken for the real thing. People wanted
to buy his kites, so he set up the Bird Kite
Company and carried kites in a quiver over
his shoulder whenever he went flying. He
had been a professional photographer before
retiring and would often take pictures of
kite scenes, espedally group photos at ocean
shore events. Bill contributed to Kite Lines
and was especially admired for his obtuse
tetrahedral kite (Surnmer-Fall1991). He was
a particularly good flier of fighter kites.

In recent months he fought cancer qui
etly, never losing his characteristic boundng
step and big smile. Without saying a sad
word, he brought several kites and his photo
files to the Kite Lines office.

Bill is survived by his wife Eleanor and
two daughters. He will be long-remembered
in and around Maryland. - Valerie Govig

Celebr~ 20 Years of Kite Lines! In March of 1997, your magazine will be 20 years

old. We believe we have been publishing longer than any kite journal in history. We thank every reader

and flier for taking part in the legacy. But certainly a special thanks is due to our Lifetime Subscribers,

who have contributed so importantly to our sustenance. We list their names with pride and gratitude. BIG LIFTERS:
Anonymous

Anonymous Singapore
Hans Bauman / Redwood City, CA

William R. Bigge / Germantown, MD
Jon & Karen Burkhardt / Potomac, MD
Richard & Marti Dermer / Stillwater, OK
Robert T. Eskridge / Coconut Grove, FL
Richard E Kinnaird, Jr. / Bethesda, MD

Robert S. & Jewell Price /
Burtonsville, MD

Thomas EP. Ryan / North Olmsted, OH
Scott R. Skinner / Monument. CO

Tal Streeter / Verbank, NY

STRING BEARERS:
Charles B. (Chuck) Anderson /

University Place, WA
Robert]. Horton, Jr. / Lake Havasu, AZ

STEADY FLIERS:
Winslow Colwell / Mill Valley, CA

(Mr.) Joan Montcada &
Marta Montcada / Barcelona, Spain

Kite Lines 1996-97
LIFETIME SUBSCRIBERS

o Strong Pullers: BOO/year. Strong Pullers get a contribu
tor's pin and receive their Kite Lines in a lovely Tyvek envelope
by air mail for one year, as well as a copy of whatever we pub
lish or produce in that year. And we publish your name in every
issue of Kite Lines for a year.

Donations of any size are welcome. You may use your VISA
Of M3S1erCard. Use our regular ItAIl~in·OneOrder Fonn" and
fill in the subscription category you have chosen.

.-lLL contributions will be thanked with a personal letter.
You rna)', of course, support us anonymously at any level if

you prefer that we not publish your name.

cation or product (including a contributor's pin) and receive
their Kite Lines in a lovely Tyvek envelope by air mail for the
rest of their life or ours (whichever comes first). And we publish
your name in every issue of Kite Lines.

o Steady Fliers: $100/year. Steady Fliers get a contributor's
pin and receive their Kite Li,ies in a lovely Tyvek envelope by air
mail for one year. And we publish your name in every issue of
Kite Lilies for that year.

:l String Bearers: S50/year. String Bearers get a contributor's
pin and receive their Kite Lilles in a lovely Tyvek envelope by air
mail for one year. And we publish your name in one issue ofKite
Lilies as an example to the potentially generous.

Many loyal readers of Kite Lilies have begged us to reopen the
special subscription status of Lifetime Subscriber.

After publishing the magazine for 19+ years to an unusual
ly high standard while facing increasing expenses, we think
that now is the time to share the burden-and with it share
some joy.

We are making new plans for Kite Lines that will allow us to
hold onto our quality while saving money. As anyone whds
ever done a budget knows, the choices can be difficult and the
~. e'\~ more so. To ease us into a better pattern, we are

abe:' . Sobsc:ribe.r category to aUf readers for a
I.imited lime.

And as.~:~~~~~~}~
Kite Lilles, we WiD print \
in these pages (unless you prda
can support Kite Lines at any 01 W\

U Angels: $3.000 or more/lifetime. .._of'
UNes back issues (as complete as we have), a ....a1d
signed by Mel Govig. one copy of every ,£01... Preis pnbti<:mon
or product (including a contributors' pin) and recen~ their
Lines in a lovely Tyvek envelope by air mail for the rest of their
life Or ours (Whichever comes first). And we publish your name
in every issue of Kite Lines.

o Big lifters: $l.000/lifetime. Big Ufters get a kite made
and signed by Mel Govig. one copy of every Aioius Press publi-
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Collaborations by Oscar & Sarah Bailey:
7. Album rokkaku: 90"x72", appliquect nylon and graphite
8. North Carolina roller, 50"x 48", appliqued nylon and graphite

Kitemaker: Oscar Bailey, 71, Burnsville, North Carolina
Occupation: Retired professor
Education: Master of Fine Arts
Kiteflying experience: Started making kites in elementary school
(1937-38) out of paper and sticks. Started fabric kites in 1974, dur
ing a visit to Bob and Hazel Ingraham-they gave us some nylon.
Inspiration: Kite Tales and Kite Lines.
Average time spent on kites: Two hours to two years.
Awards and honors: A compliment from a person whose work I
admire is particularly appreciated.
Favorite flying spot: Several spots have better wind-but I like our
North Carolina hilltop.
Intent in kitemaking: A large part of my kite building is a desire to
see unusual and unlikely shapes in the sky.
Comments: My ideal: friendly kiteflying, a number of kite people, a
large field, wind, no competition, no judges, no awards-just lots
of kites in the sky.

Kites by Oscar Bailey:
1. Spirit of Chanute: 48"x48"xI2", Silkspan, spruce

and bamboo
2. Tetra Outline: 36"x36"x36", Silkspan and spruce
3./4. Mother and Father (from Family): each approx.

18"x20"xll", dip-dyed Silkspan and balsa
5. Peter Lynn Cody: 96"xI26", nylon and epoxy
6. Double Hornbeam Delta: 39"xI20", nylon and

graphite
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7

8 SKVGALLERV features outstandin kites by one maker in each issue. You are invited
to submit photographs of your finest kites. Write for details: Kite Lines,
P.O. Box 466, Randallstown, MO 21133-0466, USA. Fax: 410-922-4262.

Kites by Sarah Bailey: I
9. Sun Serpents: 66"x54", nylon applique

10. Tricks: 66"x54", nylon applique
11. Old Yeller Eyes: 66'~54", nylon applique
12. Charlie's Face: 70"x 0", nylon

Kitemaker: Sarah Bailey, 7S, Burnsville, Nmth Carolina
Occupation: Retired first grade teacher
Education: ~[aster of Science in Education
Kiteflring e,\perience: I began making kites in 1975. I've always liked
faces looking back at me. ~Iany times pre-Columbian, Coptic and
Mola designs are starting points.
Average time spent on kites: About the same as on gardening.
Awards and honors: I welcome approval and support from others, but
seeing my own wmk in the sky is enough-well, almost. Oscar and I
collaborated on the jacksonville Skyline Kite (1991 AKA convention)
and it won the People's Choice Award.
Intent in kitemaking: I want something of a personal expression to put
in the sky with other kites-to carryon an "aerial conversation."

I -be my kite can say more about me than"ground talk" can.
In fits: Kiteflying is a real "leveler." PhOs can fly with dropouts.

em apart? \\'ho needs to?
'Ol(W,~plUT.~Oscar Rai e:
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IN THE WIND

came the 1995 World Festival of
Kites at Epcot Center in Florida
(whose second edition is tenta
tively scheduled for January, 1998).

Now we learn that Disney Seas,
a marine-oriented theme park
scheduled to open in Tokyo in four
years, will include a permanent
nightly kite extravaganza.

Bruce Flora, who masterminded
the Epcot event, is consulting and
promises a spectacular S"1' show, to
run nightly over water and built
around the theme of sea creatures.

What's it like working for the
huge Disney organization?

Imagine, says Flora, having to
respond to this recent engineer's
inquiry: "How do you want the
lagoon to be built? \l

8 t N (MI K;t~ Quot~s..•
~s . 'th only one kite. "

"You can't eXist WI .'
-Craig Wilson, Madison, w,:consm "

"Real men use straight stttch·\a~:IY.
d W Beattie Hampshire, Eng

-An re '

"There were things
down here that were mag
ical, synergistic."

It was the third largest
convention ever, with 470
registrants, and included
more fighter kiteflying
than at any previous U.S.
convention.

Twenty fliers of single-line
maneuverables performed for
up to 50 spectators. And well
known Stafford Wallace of
England demonstrated his
skills and spread a message of
peaceful tangles.

It all added up to a vibrant
convention that seemed so
right in the place where Steve
Edeiken flew his Rainbows.

HOLY CARCASS, BATMAN!
Visitors to Java, Indonesia have

often reported how youngsters
there use hooks dangled from fight
er kites to snare the island's large
bats, known as "flying foxes." (See
Kite Lines, Winter 1990).

Dr. Chris TIdemann, senior wild
life lecturer at The Australian
National University in Canberra,
informs us he has been told by
someone who spent time in the
Solomon Islands that dried flying
fox bodies are used to make kites
there.

"I have tentatively put two and
two together and guessed that in
some places bat kites might be used
to catch more bats," he writes.

Ca'n it be true? Carcass kites
sound unlikely, given the weight
to-area ratio involved. But
we're keeping open ears and
minds on it.

IT'S A KITE WORLD AT
the Disney empire! First

FROG WENT A'FLYtN ...
Frogs, big frogs, bigger frogs-they're the

obsession of Cheryl and Larry Gleckner of
Elizabethtown, Pennsylvania.

Their latest: an aO-foot-long windsock with a16-foot
diameter head, from which pop out six-foot-wide eyes. It took
its maiden flight in September at Sunfest, in Ocean City,
Maryland, tethered to the flying line of abig Flow
Form parafoil.

A goggle-eyed crowd made it all worth
while-the "all" meaning two months of work·.........~~...~..;,S'

and the colors of the kites.
"This is Steve Edeiken's

beach," pointed out local kite
flier Roger Hyde, referring to

the admired
30-year-old
kite designer
who died in
a fall from a
large kite in
Long Beach,
Washington
in 1983.

" "He tested his
gRainbow stunt

" ~ kites here," Hyde
~ noted. "Steve lived

'-- ...;;;, .....1 > in one of the hous-

Martin Lester of England es on this beach, on
fits right into the Santa Pica Boulevard,
Monica scene, as he rolls where the street
along the beach walkway

ends. That was the
flying his custom Legs kite.
See the inline skates on rendezvous point
both kiter and kite? for Ty Wong, Bill

Everett, the whole
group, revolving around Gloria
Lugo's shop (Let's Fly a Kite, now
gone].

ADDONDANZA IN ITALY
Coloriamo i Cieli (Let's Color the Skies) at castiglione del Lago, Italy,
drew kiters from 8 countries---as well as fliers representing 61 kite clubs
in Italy alone!-to the shores of beautiful Lake Trasimeno in April this
year. Besides enjoying kites outdoors, visitors viewed an exhibit of

works by Germany's late Peter
Malinsky, in the contrasting
ambience of Castiglione's his
toric Palazzo Duca della Corgna,
circa 1560.

Warm hospitality, excellent
organization, scenic site, great
food-the word for this festival
is abbondanza. The next bienni
al event will occur in 1998.

Want to go to Italy in 1997?
Choose from two festivals or
visit both-the "2 Seas Festival"
events have been collaboratively
scheduled consecutively.

• The 17th annual Cervia
Volante International Kite Fes
tival, in Cervia, April 24-May 1.

• The 6th annual Where the
Wind Blows International Kite
Festival, at Ostia, the beach at
Rome, May 2-4.

Info: Cervia Volante, Via
Pinarella, 66, 48015 Cervia (RA),
Italy. Tel/fax +39-544-72329.

Above, Jan Houtermans of
Vienna, Austria shows his Facet
kite with 21 spinners. Kite name:
Drahdiwaberl (a hyperactive,
dizzy person). Below, a flying pig
by Vitorio and Ettore Callegaro of
Chioggia, Italy.

BEACH, BIKERS, BLADERS,
palm trees, a dizzy atmo

sphere-all the classic California
elements sparked this year's
American Kitefliers
Assodation convo-
cation in Santa
Monica (October
2-6).

Wind? Enough
for most kites.
Temps? Seventy
degrees. Organiza
tion? Smooth
especially the new
computerized score
keeping for the
kitemakers' compe
tition, skillfully pro
grammed by Karen
Burkhardt of Poto
mac, Maryland.

One complaint
was heard, espe
dally from people
carrying cameras: The fog every day
puffed over the beach like an air
brush, dimming the rays of the sun

News, Rumors 6 Miscellany

"""""""
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.. ill come
t

straight
and fast,
spinning
itself
around
its out-haul
bridle

Some of the
WINGLETS
responses are
completely
unexpected,
sure
leading all
kiteflyers
to creative flying.

It pratically
turns on

a dime!
If my other

kites could talk
they would say:
"What about us,

why don't you
fly us anymore?"

glets
86 x 46 in.
8.03 oz.

• light to medium
40-200 Ibs. Spectra
elicoidal carbonium

.. 160$ - 240.000 Lire
included in the price



Get that

ACTIVE PEOPLE North America, Tel: (613) 592-0541 Fax: (613) 592·0593
4 Windbrook Crescent, Kanata, Ontario, K2M 1L4 CANADA
ACTIVE PEOPLE Europe, P.O. Box 4104 Oberwil Switzerland

Pat. pend.
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